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OCA – Overlapping Claims Area

PSC – Production Sharing Contract

Trijunction –   Also called the tripoint, triple point, or 
tri-border area, this is a geographic point at which 
the boundaries of three countries of subnational 
entities meet

TSBM – Territorial Sea Baseline Model

UKHO Admiralty – United Kingdom Hydrographic 
Office Admiralty

UfM – Union for the Mediterranean

UNCLOS – United Nations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea

UNFCCC – United Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change

WGS84 – World Geodetic System 1984, a data set 
of coordinates spanning the globe that is defined, 
updated and maintained by the United States National 
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA)

ACRONYMS 

4DSSM – Four-Dimensional Satellite Seafloor 
Morphology 

CARIS LOTS – A Canadian marine-based specific 
commercial software product, a customized Law of 
the Sea (LOS) specific geographic information system 
(GIS) computer software program with thousands of 
customized LOS applications for precision mapping, 
specifically written for global use. This third-party 
commercial product is globally used for all Law of the 
Sea projects.

CLCS – Commission on the Limits of the Continental 
Shelf

DII – Drilling Info’s Global Oil & Gas Concessions 
Blocks Database (now called Enverus)

DLM –Delimitation, used when national legislation 
establishes the limits of a given zone by reference to 
the delimitation of maritime boundaries with adjacent 
or opposite states, or to a median or equidistant line, 
in the absence of a maritime boundary delimitation 
agreement

DOALOS – United Nations Divisions of Oceans Affairs 
Law of the Sea

ECJ – European Court of Justice

ECS – Extended Continental Shelf

ENP – European Neighbourhood Policy

EU – European Union

JDZ – Joint Development Zone

LOS – Law of the Sea

LTP – Land Terminus Point

MED-EMIP – Euro-Mediterranean Energy Market 
Integration Project

MENA – Middle East and North Africa
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satisfactorily resolved, future economic development 
stemming from seabed hydrocarbon discoveries 
and exploitation will be negatively affected, thereby 
reducing overall revenues for the region. 

Of vital importance here is the fact that the absence 
of officially delineated maritime boundaries affects 
not only exploration and development work, but 
also the construction and operation of underwater 
pipelines. In this context, the recently proposed 
pipeline that would carry Israeli gas 2,000 km from 
Cyprus to Italy, via Crete and the Greek mainland, 
may be a nonstarter. Basic feasibility mapping 
should have revealed that the route crosses 
“un-treatied” boundaries, including one contested 
between Greece and Turkey, which will render it 
unworkable unless and until competing claims 
are resolved.

The boundary locations have been computed by 
calculating the “suggested starting positions” 
(based on hypothetical strict lines of equidistance) 
favored by international courts and tribunals, as well 
as by consulting the latest mapping of the relevant 
countries’ territorial sea baseline models. This highly 
accurate data will also show how and where the oil 
and gas blocks defined by individual states overlap 
with one another based on the computations of 
suggested maritime boundary locations.

For the purpose of this study, the author wishes to 
stress the importance of science and law working 
together to resolve maritime boundary disputes, 
as outlined in the United Nations Convention on 
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The Law of the Sea is 
governed by a special treaty regime consisting of 
the Geneva Conventions concluded in 1958, along 
with the UNCLOS document itself, which was signed 
in 1982 and entered into force in 1994. UNCLOS 
includes basic rules and principles for the fair 
and accurate delimitation of the various zones of 
control described therein: i.e., the territorial sea, the 
contiguous zone, the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ), 
and the continental shelf (including the extended 
continental shelf, or ECS). 

As we shall see below, Law of the Sea applications 
have been used successfully in many different 
contexts. There can be no doubt: when and if the 
countries of the Eastern Mediterranean decide to 
adhere to the UN Charter and resolve their maritime 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Eastern Mediterranean Sea (East Med) is rimmed 
by seven coastal states – Cyprus, Egypt, Greece, 
Occupied Palestine (Israel), Lebanon, Syria, and 
Turkey, along with the special case of Gaza – with 
an overall maritime frontier area of 464,637 km2, 
compared to 21 states and 2.5 million km2 for the 
Mediterranean Sea as a whole. Five new offshore 
hydrocarbon stores have been recently discovered 
in the East Med, comprising an estimated 67.1 
trillion cubic feet (TcF) and with a present-day value 
of approximately $200 billion. Despite the promise 
of significant lucre, only two of the five discoveries 
are on track to be developed. These are Leviathan, 
discovered off the coast of Israel in December 2010 
and reported to hold over 16 TcF in gas reserves; and 
Zohr, discovered off the shores of Egypt in August 
2015 and reported to be even larger, at 30 TcF.

Under the relevant United Nations guidelines and 
the applicable Rules of Procedure1, the East Med 
region currently has 12 main maritime boundaries 
that should be defined in order to fully delineate 
the offshore spaces belonging to Cyprus, Egypt, 
Greece, Israel, Lebanon, Syria, and Turkey. Of these 
borders, only two – Cyprus-Egypt and Cyprus-
Israel – have been agreed upon in bilateral treaties, 
leaving 10 (or 83 percent) of the region’s maritime 
boundaries unresolved and/or in dispute. This 
amounts to approximately 220 nautical miles (407 
km) of maritime boundaries that are treatied, leaving 
1,223 nautical miles (or 84 percent of the total) of the 
boundary areas unresolved. 

As of December 2019, all seven coastal states in 
the Eastern Mediterranean had active offshore 
hydrocarbon industries, with 231 available oil and 
gas blocks covering a total maritime area of 314,600 
km2. This area represents about 68 percent of 
the region’s total offshore waters. Of the present-
day blocks expected to be put on offer, up to 40 
percent can be classified as “contentious” due 
to uncertainties regarding the precise locations 
of the relevant maritime boundaries. Unless the 
problems surrounding most of these boundaries are 

1 See https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/
GEN/N99/171/08/IMG/N9917108.pdf?OpenElement

https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N99/171/08/IMG/N9917108.pdf?OpenElement
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N99/171/08/IMG/N9917108.pdf?OpenElement
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disputes peacefully, they will have the tools to do so. 
There is, however, no time to waste, as evidenced 
by the steady build-up of outside naval forces in the 
region over the past few years.2

This figure details the extent of geographic coverage 
for the entire Eastern Mediterranean waters 
(~464,000 km2). The image details the land (solid 
green), showing increases in topography (darker 
green); and marine areas. The shallower waters of up 
to 60 meters’ depth (lighter whites to light orange) 

2 See website https://www.geopoliticalmonitor.com/
rising-tensions-in-the-eastern-mediterranean-another-
south-china-sea/

can be seen to contrast with the deeper waters of 
up to 4470 meters’ depth (darker blue). The offshore 
continental shelf has specifically been enhanced 
to show the seabed morphology (light to medium 
greens) with deeper waters also shown (light to 
darker blues). A well-defined “subsided plateau” is 
shown offshore south of Cyprus, as well as a deep 
trough offshore to the northwest, along with many 
geological shallow structures, which are of interest for 
hydrocarbon possibilities.

FIGURE 1: EAST MEDITERRANEAN STUDY SHOWING THE 7 COUNTRIES, GREECE, TURKEY, CYPRUS, SYRIA, 
LEBANON, AND ISRAEL

Source: R. Baroudi/DTS1-2018
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These recent discoveries of major natural gas 
deposits indicate quantities that go far beyond the 
usual standard of commercial viability. In addition 
to the world-class formations already discovered, 
exploration of the Eastern Mediterranean seabed 
is expected to yield more such finds in the coming 
years. In fact, it now seems likely that several 
countries will prove to possess reserves whose size 
and recoverability qualify as “game-changing” in 
terms of their potential to impart economic and other 
benefits for generations to come. For the Eastern 
Mediterranean – a region long plagued by poverty, 
poor governance, armed conflict, and other drivers 
of instability – the advent of major energy revenues 
would offer a rare opportunity to make up for more 
than a century’s worth of lost time, if governed and 
managed properly.

Beyond the region, these developments have the 
potential to diversify energy supplies and improve 
energy security in Europe and elsewhere. Given both 
its geographical location and the excellent relations it 
has with most of its neighbors, the most logical hub 
for the gathering, processing, and distribution of East 
Med gas is Cyprus. From there, pipelines could give 
current and future regional producers easy access to 
the Eurasian mainland, while LNG carriers would have 
minimal sailing time to the Suez Canal and therefore 
to customers in East Africa and South Asia. As a 
result, customers in Western Europe would be far be 
less vulnerable to shocks caused by any interruption 
of supplies coming through Eastern Europe; while 
current and future producers in the Eastern Med 
would enjoy not only guaranteed access to the world’s 
biggest energy market (Western Europe), but also 
connections to the increasingly lucrative ones east 
and south of Suez.   

However, efforts to exploit the geology of the Eastern 
Mediterranean Basin (EMB) are vulnerable to many 
of the same pitfalls and threats – both internal and 
external – that have hampered other development 
initiatives in the region. Already, tensions and rivalries 
over this resource are directly and indirectly creating, 
sustaining, and/or exacerbating disputes among 
some of the region’s seven coastal states. Given 
the decades-old animosities existing between, for 
instance, Lebanon and Israel or Turkey and Cyprus, 
there is reason to fear that political jockeying could 
trump reason, turning a golden collective opportunity 
into a series of shared tragedies. 

INTRODUCTION

This policy paper analyzes the future of oil and gas 
offshore activities resulting from coastal states’ 
issuance of new offered offshore acreage for new and/
or continued exploration, with the anticipation that 
the discovery of new fields will lead to hydrocarbon 
developments; as well as the continued development 
of newly discovered fields that are now advancing 
toward the production phase. The paper outlines 
the key legal and scientific perspectives; explores 
related policy and security dimensions; and proposes 
mechanisms by which development of this resource 
can help to fight poverty, reinvigorate public services, 
and reduce regional tensions.

Much of the global energy community’s attention is 
now focused on the Eastern Mediterranean, which 
in recent years has produced undeniable evidence 
of submarine seabed hydrocarbon (oil and gas) 
in amounts whose economic and geostrategic 
implications promise to be both far-reaching and long-
lasting. Reserves worth an estimated $200 billion 
have been discovered in the past five years alone.3 

RECENT EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN SEA 
OFFSHORE DISCOVERIES

Field Name/Country Proven Reserves Date of Discovery
Tamar/Israel ~7.1 TcF January 2009
Leviathan/Israel ~16 TcF December 2010
Aphrodite/Cyprus ~8 TcF December 2011
Zohr/Egypt ~ 30 TcF August 2015
New (un-named) 
Discovery

~ 8 TcF February 2019

*Total value of these recent discoveries (present day figures) 
of ~ 67.1 TcF is approximately $200 billion.

3 See website https://www.iho.int/mtg_docs/com_wg/
ABLOS/ABLOS_Conf10/ABLOS_Conf10.htm, specifically 
download ABLOS10 Conference pdf Presentations 
zip ~ and refer to ABLOS session #6 ~ The Eastern 
Mediterranean Will Law of the Sea applications unlock  
both seabed hydrocarbons and a regional peace – Van 
de Poll+Baroudi.pdf

https://www.iho.int/mtg_docs/com_wg/ABLOS/ABLOS_Conf10/ABLOS_Conf10.htm
https://www.iho.int/mtg_docs/com_wg/ABLOS/ABLOS_Conf10/ABLOS_Conf10.htm
https://www.iho.int/mtg_docs/com_wg/ABLOS/ABLOS_Conf10/ABLOS_X_Presentations.zip
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and therefore mutually agree to disagree on any 
issues that arise. There are no actual tensions. On 
the other hand, where there is a disputed maritime 
boundary between hostile states, the situation is 
unstable, and issues can and do arise at any time. The 
security situation constantly remains high-risk, and 
the maritime boundary frontier is always in a war-
ready state.

A peaceful and equitable settlement should be the 
priority of any pair of coastal states when disputes 
arise over maritime frontier boundaries. Promoting 
stability and the prevention of conflicts is a legal 
obligation under both the United Nations Charter and 
UNCLOS. The UN Charter requires all member states 
to seek peaceful resolution of disputes. Meanwhile, 
UNCLOS provides legal foundations4 and proven 
mechanisms to do so; as well as a continuously 
updated LOS atlas (Fugro Global Law of the Sea 
Database5) which implements all the latest relevant 
global maritime legal and scientific aspects, covering 
162 countries. The digital datasets for the Eastern 
Mediterranean Sea (LOS-DTS6) are an ideal starting 
point for effective energy diplomacy, with an end 
goal of promoting dialogue, resolving competing 
claims, and opening the way to shared prosperity for 
all concerned. 

Given the geopolitical realities, those interested in 
the region’s stability should familiarize themselves 
with the principles and mechanisms by which such 
disputes are resolved, and with the likely outcomes 

4 See UCLOS Part XV on Settlement of Disputes, Articles 
279 and 280  https://www.un.org/Depts/los/
convention_agreements/texts/unclos/part15.htm 

5 Proprietary Fugro Global Law of the Sea Database, 
containing LOS relevant digital datasets, with global 
coverage (containing more than 95 terabytes of digital 
data) and more than 10,000 legal LOS documents (most 
of which are not in public circulation) that were acquired 
by working on more than 1,800 LOS studies in 142 of the 
162 countries subject to LOS applications.

6 Several proprietary (uncirculated) regional desktop 
studies (Eastern Mediterranean Sea ~ Greece/
Egypt/Turkey/Syria/Cyprus/Lebanon/Israel/Egypt) 
R. van de Poll, Global Director, Fugro, August 2018 – 
October 2019. All data used in the various DTS studies 
comes from the proprietary Fugro Global Law of the 
Sea Database.

In addition to the usual – indeed, virtually inevitable 
– disagreements between neighbors over ownership 
of resources, the EMB’s energy potential is on such 
a grand scale that, if not carefully directed and 
managed, development efforts could fall victim to 
geostrategic manoeuvring by outside powers. For 
example, some analysts have sought to promote 
the East Med’s eventual output as a replacement for 
Russian gas supplies to Europe. Proponents of this 
scenario view it as a means of reducing Moscow’s 
influence over several European countries by making 
them less dependent on Russian gas. Europe has 
experienced a series of gas disputes and shortages 
since the 1990s. It is difficult to imagine how the 
East Med gas could succeed as a replacement for 
Russian supplies, however; especially given the fact 
that the enormous up-front investment required 
would essentially amount to economic suicide by any 
producer involved. Moreover, such a strategy would 
virtually force Moscow to take an uncooperative 
or even obstructionist stance vis-à-vis energy 
development in the Eastern Med. 

In light of the significant costs and delays likely to 
be associated with Russian opposition, and since 
the “replacement” approach is unsound to begin 
with, this paper argues that East Med oil and gas 
resources should be seen – and sold – exclusively 
as a complement/supplement to those from Russia 
and other suppliers to the east. These supplies are 
already (or soon to be) arriving in Western Europe 
via Turkey through existing pipelines such as Blue 
Stream, Turk Stream, and the currently dormant 
Iran-Turkey link. This approach offers multiple 
advantages. In addition to insulating the EMB against 
outside interference, it would diversify Europe’s 
supply sources, automatically enhancing security of 
supply and exerting a downward influence on prices 
– but doing so under the usual rules of the road for 
energy producers.

Apart from the potential for Russian opposition, 
the Eastern Mediterranean is a crowded place, and 
there are many unresolved offshore maritime frontier 
boundary agreements to be resolved. 

Where there is no agreed-upon maritime boundary, 
the scenario depends on the nature of the relationship 
between the relevant countries. In an unresolved 
case, two coastal states have a non-agreed-upon 
maritime boundary but are on generally friendly terms 

https://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/part15.htm
https://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/part15.htm
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relied upon by international courts and tribunals for 
adjudication and arbitration. 

In order to propose a set of valid, neutral, and 
equitable maritime boundaries in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, this study has drawn on an extensive 
number of digital data sets containing accurate, 
present day information. This was done via the 
internationally recognized CARIS LOTS Law of the 
Sea software. A series of detailed regional desktop 
studies conducted over a 14-month period by 
Law of the Sea scholars (LOS-DTS7) using detailed 
coastline mapping studies to create new, accurate 
digital datasets for the coastlines were, in turn, 
used to create highly accurate strict equidistance 
maritime boundary lines for all waters covering the 
Eastern Mediterranean Sea and for all seven relevant 
coastal states.  

Definition and Abbreviation of Maritime Zones 
and Boundaries

Noaa: US National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 

1. Baseline

The normal baseline is the low-water line along the 
coast as marked on large-scale charts officially 
recognized by the coastal state. Special rules 
for determining the baseline apply in a variety of 
circumstances, such as with bays, ports, mouths of 
rivers, deeply indented coastlines, fringing reefs, 
and roadstead. Consistent with these rules, the US 
baselines are the mean of the lower low tides as 
depicted on the largest scale NOAA nautical charts. 

7 Several Proprietary (uncirculated) Regional Desktop 
Studies (Eastern Mediterranean Sea ~ Greece/
Egypt/Turkey/Syria/Cyprus/Lebanon/Israel/Egypt) 
R. van de Poll, Global Director, Fugro, August 2018 
– October 2019, all data used in the various DTS 
studies comes from the proprietary Fugro Global Law 
of the Sea Database, containing LOS relevant digital 
datasets, with global coverage (containing in excess 
of 95 terabytes of digital data) and more than 10,000 
legal LOS documents (most of which are not in public 
circulation) that were acquired by working on more than 
1,800 LOS studies in 142 of the 162 countries applicable 
to Global LOS applications.

if and when conflicting claims are put to a legal 
test. This paper attempts to offer an unbiased and 
fair overview – taking into account the usual legal/
diplomatic methods by which overlaps and competing 
claims are resolved – of possible solutions for each 
of the MEB’s seven coastal countries and to delineate 
their likely maritime boundaries.

To that end, this study has undertaken the following:

▸	 Conduct a general analysis of relevant coastlines 
(Greece-Turkey-Syria-Cyprus- Lebanon-Israel-
Egypt)

▸	 Examine all land terminus points

▸	 Survey, analyze and review all relevant 
trijunction points

▸	 Study and review present-day (2019) status of 
all the region’s maritime boundaries; as well 
as, where required, suggestions for equitable 
possible/probable neutral outcomes based on 
“best law” and “best science” 

▸	 Table of available mechanisms for resolving 
maritime boundary disputes.

The preferred method currently – and for the past 
25 years – used in global maritime border dispute 
resolution by all international courts and tribunals 
to seek an equitable solution for a disputed maritime 
frontier is to apply a mathematical (geodetic) 
methodology known as the Strict Equidistance 
Line (SEL) Principles. Under this method, present-
day precise geographic digital datasets for each 
relevant coastal state are run through a series of 
specifically described mathematical procedures via 
UNCLOS to create a proposed fair, unbiased and 
equitable solution. 

This suggested solution, in turn, provides a starting 
point for negotiations. The parties can then build on it 
to negotiate a final agreeable bilateral solution for the 
disputed maritime frontier waters. 

Thus, for each of the maritime boundaries in dispute, 
this approach posits a “way forward” scenario in 
which the interlocutors can reach a peaceful solution 
by following the same by-the-book methodology 
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5. Exclusive Economic Zone 

Each coastal state may claim an EEZ beyond and 
adjacent to its territorial sea that extends seaward up 
to 200 nautical miles from its baselines (or out to a 
maritime boundary with another coastal state). Within 
its EEZ, a coastal State has: (a) sovereign rights for 
the purpose of exploring, exploiting, conserving and 
managing natural resources, whether living or non-
living, of the seabed and subsoil and the superjacent 
waters and with regard to other activities for the 
economic exploitation and exploration of the zone, 
such as the production of energy from the water, 
currents and winds; (b) jurisdiction as provided for in 
international law with regard to the establishment and 
use of artificial islands, installations, and structures, 
marine scientific research, and the protection and 
preservation of the marine environment, and (c) other 
rights and duties provided for under international law.

6. Continental Shelf   

Each coastal state has a continental shelf that is 
comprised of the seabed and subsoil of the submarine 
areas that extend beyond its territorial sea throughout 
the natural prolongation of its land territory to the 
outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance 
of 200 nautical miles from its baselines where the 
outer edge of the continental margin does not extend 
up to that distance (or out to a maritime boundary 
with another coastal state).

Wherever the outer edge of a coastal state’s 
continental margin extends beyond 200 nautical 
miles from its baselines, it may establish the outer 
limit of its continental shelf in accordance with 
Article 76 of the UNCLOS. The portion of a coastal 
state’s continental shelf that lies beyond the 200 
nautical mile limit is often called the extended 
continental shelf.

7. High Seas   

The high seas comprise of all parts of the sea that 
are not included in the EEZ the territorial sea or the 
internal waters of a state, or in the archipelagic waters 
of an archipelagic state.

The US normal baselines are ambulatory and subject 
to changes as the coastline accretes and erodes.

Normal baselines, under Article 5 of UNCLOS are and 
can be used by all 162 countries that plan and/or 
practice applications for Law of the Sea.

2. Internal Waters

Internal waters are the waters on the landward 
side of the baseline from which the breadth of the 
territorial sea is measured. Each coastal state has full 
sovereignty over its internal waters as if they were 
part of its land territory. The right of innocent passage 
does not apply in internal waters. Examples of internal 
waters include bays, rivers and even lakes that are 
connected to the sea.

3. Territorial Sea

Each coastal state may claim a territorial sea that 
extends seaward up to 12 nautical miles from its 
baselines. The coastal state exercises sovereignty 
over its territorial sea, the airspace above it, and the 
seabed and subsoil beneath it. Foreign flag ships 
enjoy the right of innocent passage while transiting 
the territorial sea, subject to laws and regulations 
adopted by the coastal state that are in conformity 
with the Law of the Sea Convention and other rules of 
international law relating to such passage. 

4. Contiguous Zone

Each coastal state may claim a contiguous zone 
adjacent to and beyond its territorial sea that extends 
seaward up to 24 nautical miles from its baselines. 
In its contiguous zone, a coastal State may exercise 
the control necessary to prevent the infringement 
of its customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws 
and regulations within its territory or territorial 
sea and to punish infringement of those laws and 
regulations committed within its territory or territorial 
sea. Additionally, in order to control trafficking in 
archaeological and historical objects found at sea, 
a coastal state may presume that their removal from 
the seabed of the contiguous zone without its consent 
is unlawful.
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CHAPTER 1:  
THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
FOR RESOLVING 
MARITIME BOUNDARY 
DISPUTES

Before embarking upon an in-depth analysis of the 
unresolved boundaries among the countries in the 
Eastern Mediterranean addressed in this study, it 
is important to distinguish among different types of 
boundary-related disputes, each of which is governed 
by its own legal framework.  

A first category consists of disputes involving 
sovereignty claims over land territory without issues 
of maritime delimitation. An example is a dispute 
over which country can claim sovereignty over an 
offshore island. Sovereignty issues, or questions 
of title to territory, are not governed by the Law of 
the Sea, but by other sources of international law, 
including: (i) international conventions (treaty law), 
(ii) customary international law (as evidence of a 
general state practice accepted as law, where the 
disputing states are not both parties to a relevant 
treaty), and (iii) general principles of law.9  Second, 
some disputes involve claims concerning maritime 
delimitation issues without a concurrent sovereignty 
issue.  Such disputes are governed exclusively by 
the Law of the Sea in the case of water bodies that 
are naturally connected to the oceanic waters of the 
world, such as the Mediterranean Sea.  However, 

9 See Statute of the International Court of Justice art. 
38(1) [hereinafter ICJ Statute].  Article 38 also lists, 
as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of 
international law, scholarly writings by eminent jurists 
and decisions of courts and tribunals.  Article 38 is 
widely considered to include the most authoritative 
listing of the sources of international law.  See I 
Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law (Oxford 
University Press, 6th ed., 2003), at p. 19.  For an 
overview of State practice in the Mediterranean See, see 
F Ahnish, The International Law of Maritime Boundaries 
and the Practice of States in the Mediterranean Sea 
(Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1993).

8. Waters Forming International Straits 

International straits are those areas of overlapping 12 
nautical mile territorial seas that connect one area of 
the high seas or EEZ to another area of the high seas 
or EEZ and are used for international navigation.  Part 
III of the Law of the Sea Convention (articles 34-45) 
describes the regime for transit passage through such 
straits as well as the rights and jurisdiction of the 
states bordering it.  Transit passage is the right of a 
ship or aircraft to transit, pass or navigate through an 
international strait in a continuous and expeditious 
manner.  LOSC arts. 37, 38. 

9. NAUTICAL CHARTS

Nautical charts are the primary recommended source 
of coastline information (especially when considering 
analysis of existing gazetted (published) straight 
baselines, as suggested by the Commission on the 
Limits of the Continental Shelf (CLCS). They produce 
recommended guidelines to follow their “Rules of 
Procedure” (for all Law of the Sea applications to 
be followed by all coastal states). For some Law of 
the Sea applications, these LOS results are then 
deposited with the Commission on the Limits of the 
Continental Shelf (CLCS) Technical Guidelines8 and 
with the Secretary-General of the United Nations, to 
facilitate the implementation of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea. These CLCS 
Technical guidelines (from the United Nations) define  
the proper steps to implement all data types and 
procedures used for LOS applications. For the ECS 
specifically, all relevant coastal states had a 10-
year deadline whereby any valid claims needed to 
be submitted. These (to date) have seen 83 coastal 
states submit more than 100 individual claims to 
extended continental shelf limits beyond their various 
EEZs (200 nautical miles limits) and they are awaiting 
the final rulings by the CLCS.

8 See https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/
GEN/N99/171/08/IMG/N9917108.pdf?OpenElement
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applies to the UNCLOS regime pertaining to islands.14  
The interpretation of Law of the Sea treaties, whether 
bilateral or multilateral, is governed by the 1969 
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties.15

The table below sets forth, for the seven countries in 
the Eastern Mediterranean discussed in this article, 
the relevant multilateral treaty status, with blank 
fields indicating that customary international law (as 
opposed to conventional international law) applies, in 

14 The ICJ has observed that “the legal régime of islands set 
out in UNCLOS Article 121 forms an indivisible régime, 
all of which … has the status of customary international 
law.”  Territorial and Maritime Dispute (Nicaragua v. 
Colombia), Judgment, [2012] ICJ Rep 624, at p. 674, para 
139.  Article 121(1) of UNCLOS defines an island as “a 
naturally formed area of land, surrounded by water, 
which is above water at high tide.”  An island must be 
distinguished from a low-tide elevation, defined as a 
naturally formed area of land surrounded by and above 
water at low tide but submerged at high tide.  See article 
13 of UNCLOS.  Unlike islands, low-tide elevations do 
not generate their own maritime zones.  Article 121(3) 
confirms that rocks which cannot sustain human 
habitation or economic life of their own likewise have no 
EEZ or continental shelf.  On the treatment of islands in 
maritime delimitation, see Y Tanaka, The International 
Law of the Sea (Cambridge University Press, 2012) 
204-206.

15 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (Vienna, 
23 May 1969, in force 27 January 1980) 1155 UNTS 
331, arts. 31-33.  As regards the seven countries in 
the Eastern Mediterranean discussed in this article, 
the following have signed and ratified the Vienna 
Convention: Cyprus, Egypt, Greece, and Syria.  As 
regards Israel, Lebanon and Turkey, which have signed 
nor ratified the Vienna Convention, the ICJ has confirmed 
the customary status of the treaty interpretation rules 
contained in the Vienna Convention (arts. 31-33) as 
well as the principle of good faith in executing treaties 
(art. 26).  See, e.g., Territorial Dispute (Libyan Arab 
Jamahiriya/Chad), Judgment, [1994] ICJ Rep 6, at p. 21, 
para 41; Kasikili/Sedudu Island (Botswana/Namibia), 
Judgment, [1999] ICJ Rep 1045, at p. 1060, para 20.

most cases involve a combination of disputed 
sovereignty over land territory and disputed claims 
over delimitation of coincident maritime zones. In the 
Eastern Mediterranean, Cyprus and Turkey maintain 
disputing claims to sovereignty over the northern part 
of the island of Cyprus, which is occupied by Turkey; 
and the status of the Gaza Strip is yet to be settled 
between Israel and Palestine. Whoever can claim title 
to an island or peninsula under international law can 
also claim rights over the maritime zones that land 
mass generates, based on the principle that “the land 
dominates the sea.”10

The substantive law pertaining to maritime boundary 
disputes consists of the same sources of international 
law as are applicable to other categories of dispute, 
except that the Law of the Sea is characterized 
by its own special treaty regime.  A series of 
treaties concluded in 1958, known as the “Geneva 
Conventions,”11 has been replaced for nearly 170 
countries by a multilateral treaty concluded under 
the auspices of the United Nations in 1982. UNCLOS, 
which entered into force in November 1994,12 is 
widely considered to reflect customary international 
law concerning maritime delimitation.13  The same 

10 See, e.g., Territorial and Maritime Dispute (Nicaragua 
v. Colombia), Judgment, [2012] ICJ Rep 624, at p. 674, 
para 140.

11 For a summary, see Y Tanaka, The International Law 
of the Sea (Cambridge University Press, 2012) 21-24, 
188-190.

12 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(Montego Bay, 10 December 1982, in force 16 November 
1994), 1833 UNTS 396.

13 See, e.g., Maritime Delimitation in the Area between 
Greenland and Jan Mayen (Denmark v. Norway), 
Judgment, [1993] ICJ Rep 38, at p. 59, para 48; Maritime 
Delimitation and Territorial Questions between Qatar 
and Bahrain (Qatar v. Bahrain), Judgment, [2001] ICJ Rep 
40, at p. 91, para 167 et seq.
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C.18  As discussed in this article, there are only two 
boundary delimitation treaties in place in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, namely, between Cyprus and Israel 
and between Cyprus and Egypt.

Section 1: A zone-based legal regime

The legal analysis of maritime boundary disputes 
depends on the maritime zone that is the subject of 
the dispute.  UNCLOS distinguishes among five zones 
of maritime jurisdiction:  

Maritime Zone Principal UNCLOS Provisions
(1) Territorial sea Part II, Articles 2-32
(2) Contiguous zone Part II, Article 33
(3) Exclusive Economic Zone 
(EEZ)

Part V, Articles 55-75

(4) Continental shelf Part VI, Articles 76-85
(5) The Area Part XI, Articles 133-191

Every coastal state is entitled to extend the breadth of 
the territorial sea to a limit not exceeding 12 nautical 
miles measured from the baselines, which normally 
coincide with the low-water line along the coast.19  
Where waters between countries with opposite 
coasts are less than 24 nautical miles, overlapping 
claims will result, and the same applies to countries 
with concave or convex adjacent coasts.  Coastal 
states exercise full sovereignty over their territorial 
sea.  Outside the territorial sea, they enjoy only 
limited rights, i.e., they enjoy “sovereign rights,” 
not sovereignty.  

The contiguous zone is a zone beyond the territorial 
sea within which a coastal state may exercise 
such control, or “functional jurisdiction,” as 
is necessary to: (i) Prevent infringement of its 
customs, fiscal, immigration or sanitary laws and 
regulations within its territory or territorial sea; and 
(ii) punish infringement of the aforementioned laws 
and regulations committed within its territory or 

18 See Maritime Delimitation in the Caribbean Sea and the 
Pacific Ocean (Costa Rica v. Nicaragua), Judgment, ICJ, 2 
February 2018, para 134, available at https://www.icj-
cij.org/en/case/157/judgments; accessed 5 November 
2019.

19 UNCLOS, arts. 2-3.

the absence of consistent objection or the application 
of a bilateral treaty.16

COUNTRY UNCLOS UNCLOS 
Art 287 
designation 
(forum choice 
for future 
disputes) 

Convention 
on the 
Territorial 
Sea and the 
Contiguous 
Zone (1958)

Convention 
on the 
Continental 
Shelf 
(1958)

Cyprus 1982 (S) / 
1988 (R)

1974 (R)

Egypt 1982 (S) / 
1983 (R)

Annex VII

Greece 1982 (S) / 
1995 (R)

ITLOS 
(Hamburg)

Israel 1958 (S)

1961 (R)

1961 (R)

Lebanon 1984 (S) / 
1995 (R)

1958 (S)

Syria
Turkey

The above table indicates that the Eastern 
Mediterranean is characterized by a fragmented 
treaty regime.  UNCLOS is applicable only among 
Cyprus, Egypt, Greece, and Lebanon.  UNCLOS is 
not opposable as a treaty against Israel, Syria, 
and Turkey, which have neither signed nor ratified 
UNCLOS.  The 1958 Convention on the Continental 
Shelf17 is binding only between Cyprus and Israel.  
Moreover, any treaty concluded by two states is 
not opposable to a third state under international 
law.  This means that, in principle, a boundary 
delimited through a bilateral treaty between State 
A and State B cannot be considered relevant for the 
delimitation of a boundary between State A and State 

16 In this table, “S” means signature of a treaty and “R” 
stands for full ratification of a signed treaty, usually 
by a country’s legislative body.  Under international 
law, absent special treaty language to the contrary, a 
treaty normally must be signed and ratified by a state in 
order to be “in force” and opposable to that state in its 
dealings with other state parties to the same treaty.

17 Convention on the Continental Shelf (Geneva, 29 April 
1958, in force 10 June 1964) 499 UNTS 311.
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Finally, the area that comprises the seabed and ocean 
floor and subsoil thereof beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction and over which no state may claim or 
exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights, is of no 
relevance in the Eastern Mediterranean.25

Section 2: Mechanisms for resolving maritime 
boundary disputes peacefully

Whatever type of dispute is encountered in a given 
case, any dispute between or among UN Member 
States is subject to the UN Charter,26 including 
the principles of the sovereign equality of states, 
the prohibition of the use of force, the peaceful 
settlement of disputes, and the free choice 
of means.  All seven countries in the Eastern 
Mediterranean discussed in this article are UN 
member states.  According to Article 2(3), which 
is part of Chapter I (“Purposes and Principles”) of 
the UN Charter, “[a]ll Members shall settle their 
international disputes by peaceful means in such a 
manner that international peace and security, and 
justice, are not endangered.”  In addition, Article 
33 of the Charter provides that “[t]he parties to 
any dispute, the continuance of which is likely to 
endanger the maintenance of international peace 
and security, shall, first of all, seek a solution 
by negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, 
arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional 
agencies or arrangements, or other peaceful means 
of their own choice.”  Moreover, Article 2(2) of 
the UN Charter underscores the importance of the 
principle of good faith in fulfilling the obligations 
assumed under the UN Charter.

Most maritime boundary disputes involve competing 
claims to EEZ and continental shelf, although 
occasionally a dispute may also feature overlapping 

25 UNCLOS, art. 137.  See also Y Tanaka, The International 
Law of the Sea (Cambridge University Press, 2012) 
170-184.

26 Charter of the United Nations (24 October 1945), 1 UNTS 
XVI [hereinafter UN Charter].

territorial sea.20 Its breadth may extend to a limit not 
exceeding 24 nautical miles from the baselines.

The EEZ, a relatively modern concept codified by 
UNCLOS, is an area beyond and adjacent to the 
territorial sea not exceeding 200 nautical miles 
from the baselines.21 In this special area, the 
coastal state has exclusive sovereign rights for the 
purpose of exploring and exploiting the natural 
resources (whether living or non-living) of the 
waters superjacent to the seabed and of the seabed 
and subsoil.22 Most coastal states have declared 
200-nautical mile EEZs off their coasts.  When the 
maritime space between neighboring states measures 
less than 400 nautical miles, this may result in 
overlapping claims.  This situation prevails in the 
Eastern Mediterranean.

UNCLOS defines a coastal State’s continental shelf 
as “[t]he seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas 
that extend beyond its territorial sea throughout the 
natural prolongation of its land territory to the outer 
edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of 
200 nautical miles from the baselines from which 
the breadth of the territorial sea is measured where 
the outer edge of the continental margin does not 
extend up to that distance.”23  A coastal state’s 
rights for the purpose of exploring and exploiting its 
natural resources within the seabed and subsoil do 
not depend on occupation or proclamation—in other 
words, these rights are automatic.  UNCLOS provides 
a complicated formula for determining the maximum 
breadth of the continental shelf in Article 76, which 
underscores that maritime boundary delimitation is a 
mixture of law and science.24

20 Ibid., art. 33.

21 Ibid., art. 55.

22 Ibid., art. 56(1).

23 Ibid., art. 76(1).

24 See P Bekker and R van de Poll, ‘Unlocking the Arctic’s 
Resources Equitably: Using a Law-and-Science Approach to 
Fix the Beaufort Sea Boundary’ (2019) 34(4) International 
Journal of Marine and Coastal Law 1, 2 (noting that “[t]
he interconnection between law (of the sea) and science 
(of maritime boundary delimitation, or definition, and 
delineation) is most apparent in Article 76 of the LOSC, which 
concerns the delineation of outer continental shelf limits.”).
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by the parties.  It refers to general, regional or 
bilateral agreements; contains an obligation to 
exchange views; and makes conciliation available 
as an option.30

If parties to a maritime boundary dispute are states 
that are parties to UNCLOS and fail to reach a 
settlement by peaceful means of their own choice, 
they are obligated to resort to the compulsory dispute 
settlement procedures set forth in Section Two of Part 
XV of UNCLOS.  Section Two contains three types of 
compulsory procedures resulting in binding decisions.  
These are:  

(a) The International Tribunal for the Law of the 
Sea (ITLOS), an independent judicial body seated 
in Hamburg, Germany, established by UNCLOS to 
adjudicate disputes arising out of its interpretation 
and application;

(b) The International Court of Justice (ICJ), the 
principal judicial organ of the United Nations based in 
The Hague, The Netherlands;

(c) An ad hoc arbitral tribunal constituted in 
accordance with Annex VII of UNCLOS.

A state party to UNCLOS may designate one of these 
forums.31  Where designations do not match or absent 
designations, the fallback is ad hoc arbitration under 
Annex VII of UNCLOS.32

UNCLOS provides for optional exceptions to 
mandatory dispute resolution.   A state party to 
UNCLOS may file a written declaration with the UN 
Secretary-General stating that it does not accept one 
or more of the aforementioned mandatory dispute 
resolution procedures.33  Egypt and Greece are the 
only Eastern Mediterranean countries having made 
designations under article 287 of UNCLOS;  in each 
case they have ruled out disputes concerning the 
interpretation or application of articles 15, 74, and 
83 relating to sea boundary delimitations through 
article 298 declarations.  These countries are still 

30 Ibid., arts. 279-284.

31 Ibid., art. 287.  

32 Ibid., art. 287(5).

33 Ibid., art. 298.

claims to the territorial sea.27 As regards delimitation, 
UNCLOS provides as follows for the territorial sea, EEZ 
and the continental shelf:

Maritime 
Zone

UNCLOS 
Article

Delimitation

Territorial  
Sea

Article 15 Equidistance is the standard failing 
agreement; however, where historic 
title or other special circumstances 
require, a delimitation may be done 
in a way that is at variance with the 
equidistance method

EEZ Article 74 By agreement on the basis of 
international law in order to achieve 
an equitable solution 

Continental 
Shelf

Article 83 By agreement on the basis of 
international law in order to achieve 
an equitable solution

Thus, UNCLOS deals with the EEZ and continental 
shelf in the same manner in terms of the resolution 
of disputes stemming from overlapping claims: for 
states with opposite or adjacent coasts, delimitation 
of the EEZ and continental shelf must take place by 
agreement on the basis of international law in order to 
achieve an equitable solution.28

For both the EEZ and the continental shelf, UNCLOS 
provides that, if no agreement can be reached 
within a reasonable period of time, the disputing 
states must resort to the procedure provided for in 
Part XV of UNCLOS.29  The first section of Part XV 
includes provisions for the settlement of UNCLOS-
related disputes by any peaceful means chosen 

27 With regard to article 15 of UNCLOS, concerning 
delimitation of the territorial sea, the ICJ has 
observed that “Article 15 of the 1982 Convention 
is virtually identical to Article 12, paragraph 1, of 
the 1958 Convention on the Territorial Sea and the 
Contiguous Zone, and is to be regarded as having 
a customary character.”  Maritime Delimitation and 
Territorial Questions between Qatar and Bahrain 
(Qatar v. Bahrain), Judgment, [2001] ICJ Rep 40, at 
p. 94, para 176.  This authoritative statement by the 
ICJ is of relevance to those countries in the Eastern 
Mediterranean that are not parties to UNCLOS, 
i.e., Israel, Syria, and Turkey.

28 See UNCLOS, arts. 74(1) and 83(1).

29 Ibid., arts. 74(2) and 83(2).
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mapping applications to the forefront as the go-to 
safe and peaceful mechanism to be used globally 
to resolve offshore disputes between coastal states 
seeking to exploit their offshore seabed resources.

Starting with the ICJ’s landmark rulings in the North 
Sea Continental Shelf cases issued in 1969,37 which 
set out basic rules and principles applicable to 
maritime delimitation, some 25 maritime delimitation 
cases have come before international courts and 
tribunals.  The majority date from 1980 onward and 
have been decided by the ICJ.  

The practice of drawing a “single” all-purpose 
delimitation line, which covers both the EEZ and 
continental shelf, has been followed by international 
courts and tribunals alike.  While this exercise 
requires the consent of both parties, courts and 
tribunals have found a way around this requirement 
by engaging in an identical analysis of the 
coincident zones.38

In effecting a maritime delimitation, international 
courts and tribunals normally follow a multi-stage 
approach that has emerged from the maritime 
delimitation case law:

Stage  Maritime Delimitation Methodology
1 Construction of a provisional delimitation line, 

usually, but not always, based on the principle of 
equidistance

2 Examination of the provisional (equidistance/
median) line in the light of equitable factors 
(“relevant circumstances”) so as to determine 
whether it is necessary to adjust or shift that line in 
order to produce an “equitable solution”

3 Application of a final disproportionality check

37 North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (Federal Republic 
of Germany/Denmark; Federal Republic of Germany/
Netherlands), Judgment, [1969] ICJ Rep 3.

38 See, e.g., Delimitation of the Maritime Boundary in the 
Gulf of Maine Area (Canada/United States), Judgment, 
[1984] ICJ Rep 246; Maritime Delimitation in the Area 
between Greenland and Jan Mayen (Denmark v. Norway), 
Judgment, [1993] ICJ Rep 38.  See also Y Tanaka, The 
International Law of the Sea (Cambridge University 
Press, 2012) 192-197.

subject to compulsory conciliation under Annex V, 
Section 2, of UNCLOS.34

All state parties to UNCLOS – including Cyprus, Egypt, 
Greece and Lebanon – are obligated to “make every 
effort to enter into provisional arrangements of a 
practical nature” pending final delimitation of an 
EEZ or continental shelf.35  It is unclear whether this 
UNCLOS provision reflects customary international 
law binding on states that are not parties to UNCLOS, 
including Israel, Syria and Turkey.  It has been 
pointed out that “[t]here is no specific obligation 
under general international law to enter into a 
particular provisional arrangement, which may 
include joint development of mineral resources, 
cross-border unitization of mineral resources, the 
designation of special areas for fisheries purposes, 
and various forms of bilateral cooperation, such as 
coordinated patrolling.”36

Section 3: Maritime boundary 
delimitation methodology

Coastal states around the world began mapping 
their coastal zones between the 1960s and 1990s 
using the then-best-available technology. Initially, 
this meant relying on hand-drawn nautical charts, 
which were accurate to a range of 1,000 to 5,000 
meters. As technology is ever-advancing and is 
based on modern science, the world saw a new level 
of mapping precision and reproducibility checks in 
the early 1990s, with the development of Global 
Positioning System (GPS) technology for accurate 
ground measurements and the launch of satellites 
that could yield precision, high-resolution imagery (to 
meters on the ground) covering the entire world, with 
monthly updates. These technological advancements 
bolstered confidence that mapped coastal features 
really did align with physical reality.

These new capabilities spurred a dramatic increase 
in the accuracy of mapping results and propelled LOS 

34 Ibid., art. 298(1)(a).

35 Ibid., arts. 74(3) and 83(3). 

36 P Bekker and R van de Poll, ‘Unlocking the Arctic’s 
Resources Equitably: Using a Law-and-Science Approach 
to Fix the Beaufort Sea Boundary’ (2019) 34(4) 
International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law 1, 36.
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At the third and final stage of the delimitation 
process, “an international tribunal will verify that the 
unadjusted or adjusted provisional line does not, 
as it stands, lead to an inequitable result by reason 
of a marked disproportion between the ratio of the 
respective coastal lengths and the ration between the 
relevant maritime areas of each State by reference to 
that line.”44  In other words, “the ultimate delimitation 
involves the application of a final proportionality 
check to verify the equitableness of the tentative 
delimitation and to ensure that the ultimate result is 
not tainted by some form of gross disproportion.”45

The ICJ has observed that “[t]he three-stage process 
is not, of course, to be applied in a mechanical 
fashion and the Court has recognized that it will 
not be appropriate in every case to begin with a 
provisional equidistance/median line.”46  Sometimes, 
the prevailing geographical context calls for the 
application of a different method, such as the parallel-

44 P Bekker and R van de Poll, ‘Unlocking the Arctic’s 
Resources Equitably: Using a Law-and-Science Approach 
to Fix the Beaufort Sea Boundary’ (2019) 34(4) 
International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law 1, 25.

45 Ibid.  See also Territorial and Maritime Dispute 
(Nicaragua v. Colombia), Judgment, [2012] ICJ Rep 624, 
at pp. 695-696, paras 190-193.

46 Ibid., para 194.  Even though the three-stage approach 
has become the settled practice of international courts 
and tribunals, this approach has drawn some criticism 
in the literature.  See, e.g., F. Olorundami, ‘Objectivity 
versus Subjectivity in the Context of the ICJ’s Three-
stage Methodology of Maritime Boundary Delimitation’ 
(2017) 32(1) International Journal of Marine and Coastal 
Law 36-53.

It has been explained that, at Stage 1, “after 
identifying the relevant coasts with a view to 
determining the parties’ overlapping claims and 
the relevant area within which the delimitation is 
to be effected and in which the projections of the 
parties’ coasts overlap, a provisional delimitation 
line is established”39 by an international court or 
tribunal—usually an equidistance line (where the 
relevant coasts are adjacent) or a median line (where 
the relevant coasts are opposite), by reference to 
appropriate baselines.  

At Stage 2, “the provisionally constructed line is 
examined in the light of equitable factors, called 
“relevant circumstances”, so as to determine whether 
it is necessary to adjust or shift that line in order to 
achieve an equitable solution.”40  While the maritime 
delimitation jurisprudence shows that geographical 
configuration is not in itself an element open to 
modification, considerable disparity between the 
lengths of the parties’ coastlines, distance between 
the relevant coasts, and concavity of coastlines (i.e., 
geographical context) within the area to be delimited 
have been recognized as relevant circumstances.  
Physical seabed characteristics (geology) and 
socioeconomic considerations are generally 
rejected as relevant circumstances.41  Importantly, 
international courts and tribunals have dealt 
differently with oil wells or concessions, depending 
on whether the parties expressly or tacitly agreed on 
their location.42  In the words of the ICJ, “oil wells and 
oil concessions are not in themselves to be considered 
as relevant circumstances justifying the adjustment of 
the provisional delimitation line.”43  

39 P Bekker and R van de Poll, ‘Unlocking the Arctic’s 
Resources Equitably: Using a Law-and-Science Approach 
to Fix the Beaufort Sea Boundary’ (2019) 34(4) 
International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law 1, 25.

40 Ibid.

41 For an overview, see Y Tanaka, The International Law of 
the Sea (Cambridge University Press, 2012) 208-213.

42 See Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon 
and Nigeria (Cameroon v. Nigeria; Equatorial Guinea 
intervening), Judgment, [2002] ICJ Rep 303, at p. 447, 
para 304.

43 Ibid.
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CHAPTER 2: 
GEOGRAPHIC EXTENT: 
GREECE, TURKEY, 
SYRIA, CYPRUS, 
LEBANON, ISRAEL, AND 
EGYPT

This study will examine maritime boundaries in 
the Eastern Mediterranean.  It includes maritime 
boundaries between Greece, Turkey, Syria, Cyprus, 
Lebanon, Israel, and Egypt. Special attention will be 
paid to Lebanon. Gaza, which retains a special status 
due to a bilateral arrangement between Israel and 
the Palestine Liberation Organization (“Agreement on 
the Gaza Strip and the Jericho Area, Maritime Activity 
Zones Map No. 6” of 1994, see Annex I), will not be 
considered in this paper.

As laid out by the United Nations, maritime 
boundaries are drawn based on baseline models of 
coastal states’ territorial seas. Both scientific and 
legal principles play into the drawing of these lines, 
and coastal states must follow specific rules and 
regulations, as specified in UNCLOS.

▸	 Pursuant to these principles, this study proposes 
specific maritime boundaries in three cases:

▸	 Where boundaries are yet to be resolved   

▸	 Where coastal states may unilaterally claim 
boundaries

▸	 Where current bilateral boundaries are already 
agreed upon by treaty

All three of these types of boundaries are present 
in the area covered by this report, and all three will 
be examined in detail. For waters where boundaries 
have been agreed upon but have not yet come into 
force, this study will additionally refer to documents 
detailing individual states’ opinions (i.e. those 
showing unilaterally declared maritime boundaries).

of-latitude method,47 the weighted line method,48 the 
perpendicular line method, the enclave method, or the 
bisector method.49

The practice of courts and tribunals charged with 
adjudicating maritime boundary disputes and fixing 
boundary lines demonstrates that they routinely 
invoke earlier decisions in support of their findings.50 
Thus, it can be said that the maritime delimitation 
jurisprudence that has developed over the past 50 
years has helped shape the international legal regime 
pertaining to maritime delimitation.  The authoritative 
statements by international courts and tribunals 
constitute a useful starting point for states with 
overlapping claims to maritime zones that seek to 
settle their boundary disputes via international law.

47 See, e.g., Maritime Dispute (Peru v. Chile), [2014] ICJ Rep 
3 (adopting an initial 80-M line-of-parallel boundary 
segment).

48 In the Nicaragua-Colombia case, the ICJ applied a 
simplified weighted line, i.e., a line that was constructed 
using a 3:1 ratio between Nicaraguan and Colombian 
base points and adjusted by reducing the number of 
turning points and connecting them by geodetic lines.  
See Territorial and Maritime Dispute (Nicaragua v. 
Colombia), Judgment, [2012] ICJ Rep 624, at pp. 709-
710, paras 234-235.  The same case also constitutes 
an example of the use of the enclave method regarding 
certain boundary segments.

49 For a recent example of a bisector line, see Territorial 
and Maritime Dispute between Nicaragua and Honduras 
in the Caribbean Sea (Nicaragua v. Honduras), 
Judgment, [2007] ICJ Rep 659. 

50 See P Bekker, ‘Taking Stock Before ITLOS Takes Off: 
A Citation Analysis and Overview of the Maritime 
Delimitation Case Law’, paper presented at the Sixth 
ABLOS Conference, Monaco, 27 October 2010, text 
available at http://www.iho.int/mtg_docs/com_wg/
ABLOS/ABLOS_Conf6/ABLOS_Conf6.htm; accessed 5 
November 2019.  For a full listing and the complete text 
of these decisions, see the Website of the Dundee Ocean 
and Lake Frontiers Institute and Neutrals (DOLFIN), 
available at https://sites.dundee.ac.uk/dolfin/; 
accessed 5 November 2019.
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to produce new baselines for all coastal states 
needing maritime boundary solutions.

Some of the initial results from strict equidistance line 
calculations failed to coincide with any unilaterally 
claimed maritime boundaries. These included all 
three of Lebanon’s sea frontiers, as well as one line 
unilaterally claimed by Israel. To provide additional 
proposals for Lebanon’s northern and southern 
boundaries, the author undertook a detailed analysis 
using the second method, bisector line calculations, 
which is also commonly used in maritime boundary 
dispute resolution. This method was only employed 
for the Lebanon-Syria and Lebanon-Israel boundaries.

In the Eastern Mediterranean area covered by 
this study, there are 13 bilateral frontiers. Only 
two – Cyprus-Israel and Cyprus-Egypt – have been 
delineated by treaty. Of the other 11 that remain 
unresolved or in dispute, the longest is the Turkey-
Cyprus boundary, at 334.1 nautical miles, far 
eclipsing the second-longest, Turkey-Greece, at 198.8 
nautical miles. The shortest is a second Turkey- Egypt 
boundary measuring 28.1nm. Lebanon’s boundaries 
measure 53.3 nautical miles, 95.6 nautical miles, and 
70.9 nautical miles, with Syria, Cyprus, and Israel, 
respectively.

Maritime Boundaries of the seven countries and 
approximative length (as of July 2019):

1. Greece vs Turkey (143.8nm) = unresolved/
disputed

2. Turkey vs Egypt (198.8nm) = unresolved/
disputed

3. Turkey vs Egypt (28.1nm) = unresolved/disputed
4. Turkey vs Cyprus (334.1nm) = unresolved/

disputed
5. Turkey vs Syria (39.4nm) = unresolved/disputed
6. Cyprus vs Syria (73.0nm) = unresolved/disputed
7. Syria vs Lebanon (53.3nm) = unresolved/

disputed
8. Lebanon vs Cyprus (95.6nm) = unresolved/

disputed51

9. Lebanon vs Israel (70.9nm) = unresolved/
disputed

51 An agreement was proposed on January 17, 2007, but 
the agreement was not ratified by Lebanon and has 
therefore not entered into force. It therefore, to date, 
remains an unresolved maritime boundary.

In situations where neighboring or opposing coastal 
states have unresolved maritime boundaries, the 
author will draw upon two of the methods most 
used by courts and international dispute resolution 
fora, based on LOS principles. Both methods 
involve complicated mathematical computations, 
performed by advanced LOS GIS software, to produce 
hypothetical (equitable) maritime boundary lines.

The two methods used in this paper will be strict 
equidistance (geodetic) line calculations and 
bisector line calculations. In some cases, other 
methods will also be used when offering additional 
suggestions for hypothetical boundary lines. These 
could include historical hydrocarbon activities and 
more recent offshore extended continental shelf 
(ECS) claims for the relevant coastal states. In 
certain cases where both coastal states have already 
unilaterally declared boundaries, complex modified 
bisector interpretations will be used. In the Eastern 
Mediterranean area covered by this report, no state 
has a potential ECS claim since none of these waters 
extend to the 200 nautical mile EEZ limit under 
the LOS.

Although the two main methods mentioned above 
are currently the most commonly employed and 
accepted in maritime boundary dispute resolution, 
they cannot always be used. Other methods are 
sometimes employed by courts and arbiters. Indeed, 
as evidenced by 30 past LOS cases that went to third-
party arbitration, there are many combinations and 
variations of methods – including unconventional 
solutions that failed to abide by basic mathematical 
principles found in UNCLOS – that courts have in the 
end deemed equitable.

Based on extensive geographic data sets, the 
internationally recognized LOS GIS software package 
CARIS LOTS was used to produce baselines and 
then suggest maritime boundaries where they were 
missing. This was done by computing an initial 
starting point solution using the strict equidistance 
line calculations methodology.

This method was applied to all ten maritime 
boundaries reviewed in this study, as it provides the 
best starting point for additional comparisons. This 
is especially true since all relevant coastlines and 
coastal frontages were mapped in detail and updated 
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10. Israel vs Cyprus (64.8nm) = treaty (December 
2010)

11. Israel (Palestine) vs Egypt (115.1nm) = 
unresolved/disputed

12. Egypt vs Cyprus (154.9nm) = treaty (February 
2003)

13. Egypt vs Greece (143.8 nm) = unresolved/
disputed

FIGURE 3: ILLUSTRATIVE FULL MEDITERRANEAN SEA BOUNDARIES RESOLVED AND UNRESOLVED
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS - Aug 2019
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how coastal states must implement specific legal 
and scientific applications under international law. 
When properly implemented, the technical guidelines’ 
mechanisms and outcomes are designed to ensure the 
best, most equitable solutions for all coastal states 
involved, taking no country’s side over another. It is 
a completely neutral procedure that is meant to avert 
war, set aside any political or personal opinions, and 
present a methodology for peacefully defining marine 
boundaries based on geography and science.

The LOS application begins at the land-sea interface 
– i.e. the coastline – with a series of specific steps 
to be followed as outlined in the complex UNCLOS 
guidelines. The LOS application involves both legal 
and scientific procedures, and all 168 states that have 
formally ratified it follow the exact same set of rules, 
although the states sometimes disagree on their 
specific application for political reasons.

For any given LOS application in the world today, 
typically 20 percent of the project is legal and 80 
percent is scientific, and this also was observed in 
assembling the digital datasets used in producing 
the results for the Regional Eastern Mediterranean 
Sea LOS-DTS54. These scientific procedures can be 
simplified and best described as “mapping” the 
coastal geometry of the nearshore-foreshore land-sea 
interface (coastal zone) for any coastal state in the 
world. When properly collected, reviewed for validity, 
analyzed and accurately collected using modern 
scientific mapping techniques, the procedure will 
then be used to produce one of the primary goals of 
the LOS, the offshore maritime boundary lines “fair, 
unbiased and equitable solutions.”55.

54 Proprietary Fugro Global Law of the Sea Database, 
containing LOS relevant digital datasets, with global 
coverage (containing in excess of 95 terabytes of digital 
data) and more than 10,000 legal LOS documents (most of 
which are not in public circulation) that were acquired by 
working on more than 1,800 LOS studies in 142 of the 162 
countries applicable to Global LOS applications. This 80% 
vs. 20% ratio comes from global experience, completing 
1800-plus LOS Projects in 142 countries around the world.

55 Proprietary (uncirculated) Regional Desktop Study 
(Eastern Mediterranean Sea ~ Greece/Egypt/Turkey/Syria/
Cyprus) R. van de Poll, Global Director, Fugro, May 2019 
see page 111). All data used in the various DTS studies 
comes from the Fugro Global Law of the Sea Database

CHAPTER 3:  
OVERVIEW OF EASTERN 
MEDITERRANEAN 
MARITIME BOUNDARIES 
AND TRIJUNCTION 
POINTS

In the 1970s, the world’s thirst for new sources 
of hydrocarbons drove explorers from onshore, 
terrestrial sources to offshore, maritime ones. These 
largely undefined maritime spaces began to see a 
heavy increase in interest from coastal states looking 
to exploit nearby natural resources, and it became 
apparent that there was a need for a proper diplomatic 
resolution mechanism at the global level.

The world’s coastal states (a maximum of 162 countries, 
as the Caspian Sea and Great Lakes of Africa are counted 
among them) saw a rapid and dramatic increase in 
offshore conflicts driven by the new pending maritime 
boundary disputes, as each coastal state began trying to 
carve up and claim its own piece of seabed in search of 
new  undersea resources, predominantly hydrocarbons. 
Governments quickly realized the possibilities for huge 
amounts of revenue from these seabed resources – vast 
possible riches potentially lying just offshore, beneath 
coastal states’ maritime frontages.

Today, UNCLOS is accepted as the go-to diplomatic 
mechanism for any and all offshore maritime 
boundary disputes in which the parties seek peaceful 
resolution. Having been formally signed by 168 of 
the 193 members of the United Nations, it is truly a 
global treaty.52

The Law of the Sea Technical Guidelines53 is 
essentially the world’s largest rule book, delineating 

52 See website https://treaties.un.org/Pages/
ViewDetailsIII.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXI-
6&chapter=21&Temp=mtdsg3&clang=_en

53 See https://www.un.org/Depts/los/clcs_new/
commission_guidelines.htm

https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetailsIII.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXI-6&chapter=21&Temp=mtdsg3&clang=_en
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetailsIII.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXI-6&chapter=21&Temp=mtdsg3&clang=_en
https://treaties.un.org/Pages/ViewDetailsIII.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXI-6&chapter=21&Temp=mtdsg3&clang=_en
https://www.un.org/Depts/los/clcs_new/commission_guidelines.htm
https://www.un.org/Depts/los/clcs_new/commission_guidelines.htm
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This diagram (approximate 1:3,500,000 scale) details 
the six Trijunction Points (see yellow square symbols) 
for the western waters of the Eastern Mediterranean 
Sea. These computed 100 percent strict equidistance 
line (geodetic) solution were created under the rules 
of procedure for Law of the Sea.

Maritime Boundaries related six (6) TRIJUNCTION 
Points being reviewed in this paper: 

1. Egypt vs Cyprus vs Israel Trijunction Point
2. Cyprus vs Lebanon vs Israel Trijunction Point
3. Cyprus vs Syria vs Lebanon Trijunction Point 
4. Turkey vs Cyprus vs Syria Trijunction Point 
5. Turkey vs Cyprus vs Egypt Trijunction Point
6. Greece vs Turkey vs Egypt Trijunction Point

FIGURE 4: OVERVIEW MAP SHOWING ALL SIX (6) HYPOTHETICAL TRIJUNCTION POINTS
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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FIGURE 5: ILLUSTRATIVE MAP FOR STRICT EQUIDISTANCE LINES AND SUGGESTED TRIJUNCTION POINTS 
BETWEEN CYPRUS, SYRIA, LEBANON AND ISRAEL (INCLUDING DESKTOP STUDY 2019 SUGGESTED AND 
GAZETTED LTP’S)
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS3 – Aug 2019
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FIGURE 5: OVERVIEW OF EAST MED FULL ILLUSTRATIVE TRIJUNCTION POINT INDEX MAP (SHOWING ALL POINTS 
AND CONSTRUCTION LINES)
Source: R. Baroudi/ Eastern Mediterranean Sea DTS3 Study Area - Aug 2019
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offer major advantages, in most cases, for coastal 
states when negotiating yet-to-be-resolved 
maritime boundaries, in comparison to simplistic 
straight baselines.

Under UNCLOS, all coastal states are permitted to 
use normal baselines for all or parts of their coastal 
frontages. But technically, not all coastal states have 
the legal right to use straight baselines.

The criteria for which baseline type a coastal state can 
choose to use is highly technical – so much so that 
there exists an official, 86-page manual published by 
the United Nations Division for Ocean Affairs and the 
Law of the Sea detailing the processes and procedures 
that must be followed by coastal states when drawing 
their baselines.56

Nevertheless, there have been cases in which coastal 
states have disregarded this protocol, illegally and 
unilaterally declaring the use of a straight baseline 
where a normal baseline should be employed. 
The United States Government has managed and 
maintained scientific review documents on all Global 
Law of the Sea straight baselines for most of the 
world. 57 The US review classified 107 countries as 
using “excessive straight baselines.” In many of these 
cases, the baseline is not recognized internationally 
and would be deemed illegitimate by courts. When 
adjudicating maritime boundary disputes, courts and 
tribunals have on many occasions disallowed a state 
from using straight baselines, ruling that the state 
failed to meet the criteria laid out in the “Baselines” 
manual, and often this is proven to give an unfair 
advantage to one state over the other.

A detailed study of baselines under UNCLOS would go 
well beyond the scope of this policy paper. Therefore, 
the author has used the relevant states’ claimed 
baseline types, as delineated in the United Nations 
Table of Claims for July 2011 (see Appendix I). 

56 See The Law of the Sea—Baselines: An Examination 
of the Relevant Provisions of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea (United Nations Office 
for Oceans Affairs and the Law of the Sea, UN Sales 
No. E.88.V.5, 1989).

57 See https://www.state.gov/limits-in-the-seas/

CHAPTER 4:  
SUMMARY BRIEFS 
BASED ON LAND 
TERMINUS POINTS FOR 
EACH COASTAL STATE

Section 1: The Land Terminus Point: The 
Starting Position for All Maritime Boundaries

All maritime boundaries must begin at a land terminus 
point, which is defined as the transition point of the 
land-sea interface. For the purposes of this study, 
all relevant maritime boundaries were reviewed and 
analyzed in detail to locate the position of the LTP.

The LTPs requiring the most detailed study were those 
on the Lebanon-Israel and Greece-Turkey boundaries. 
To add weight to the revised LTP between Lebanon 
and Israel, this paper computed the exact point where 
the “Blue Line” land boundary – demarcated by the 
United Nations and recognized by all parties – meets 
the sea, at the base of the prominent hill upon which 
the demarcation line sits. 

Coastal States’ Territorial Sea Baseline Model

Specific UNCLOS articles define what types of 
baselines can be used by coastal states. These 
baselines then form a basis for all calculations 
to determine a state’s maritime boundaries and 
legal limits.

According to UNCLOS, there are two types of 
baselines: normal baselines (defined in Article 5) 
and straight baselines (Article 7). To explain the 
difference in relatively simplified terms, normal 
baselines are used for states whose coastlines are 
generally smooth, while straight baselines are used 
when a state’s coastline is massively irregular, with 
many geographic indentations. Smaller offshore 
islands, islets, sand bars, drying reefs and rocks can 
all be used as part of normal baseline compilations, 
which rely heavily on accurate present-day precision 
mapping to locate these features. Normal baselines 

https://www.state.gov/limits-in-the-seas/
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States using straight baselines typically publish 
the baseline points as geographic coordinates in 
gazettes. Normal baselines, however, are seldom 
published. The section below details how baselines 
have been assembled and computed in this study.

Massive improvements in maritime boundary 
demarcation can be achieved through advances 
in mapping and technology, although the degree 
of improvement varies depending on the type of 
baselines used by the coastal state. Older, hand 
drawn paper nautical charts commonly did not 
contain sufficiently detailed renderings of small 
coastal nearshore and offshore islands. But today, 
using high-resolution satellite imagery, these smaller 

Section 2: Coastal States’ Territorial 
Sea Baseline Model (TSBM)

Individual Basepoints for the Coastal States’ 
Territorial Sea Baselines (Straight)

Of the countries covered by this report, Turkey, Syria, 
Cyprus, and Egypt make use of straight baselines. 
Under LOS, all coastal states’ baselines are officially 
part of what is called the Territorial Sea Baselines 
Model (TSBM), which can consist of (i) only normal 
baselines, as in the case of Lebanon and Israel, (ii) 
only straight baselines, as in the case of Cyprus and 
Egypt, or (iii) a combination of normal and straight 
baselines, as in the case of  Greece, Turkey and Syria.

FIGURE 6: THIS ILLUSTRATIVE MAP SHOWS THE FIVE DIFFERENT LAND TERMINUS POINTS (LTP)
Source: R. Baroudi/Eastern Mediterranean Sea/DTS3 - Jul 2019
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maritime waters in general proximity to the maritime 
boundary between Lebanon and Israel – but also to 
allow for the entire maritime region to be analyzed, 
as some neighboring states could impact or be useful 
to resolve the dispute over the primary maritime 
boundary being analyzed. By examining a larger area, 
a broader, richer, and more contextual analysis of LOS 
risks and impacts could be conducted.

All calculations, analysis, results and figures 
delivered and described in this paper come from the 
CARIS LOTS software, which uses internationally 
recognized standards for LOS analysis, specifically 
the fundamental requirement that all offshore 
measurements for the United Nations be performed as 
geodetic computations.

GREECE 

Law of the Sea Current Status 
UNCLOS Ratification 
July 21, 1995  
(see 2011 July Table of Claims United Nations.pdf for 
details).

Type of Territorial Sea Baselines Used  
This coastal state has legislation to only make 
use of normal baselines for its LOS maritime limit 
calculations (see 2011 July Table of Claims United 
Nations.pdf for details).

Background 
Greece’s coastlines stretch 13,676 km along the 
Aegean and Mediterranean seas. Unlike the other 
Mediterranean states, the country has thousands of 
islands scattered across these seas. The proximity of 
some of these smaller isolated islands to the Turkish 
coast leads to possible complications and conflicts in 
drawing proposed maritime boundaries. One of these 
more controversial sites, which will be examined in 
this section, is a small, isolated group of three Greek 
islands, which could be solved in an equitable way 
under the Rules of Procedure for Law of the Sea by 
enclaving the islands, as they wholly sit within and 
inside Turkish waters. Greece also shares a maritime 
frontier boundary with Egypt.

The diagram details a hypothetical maritime boundary 
between Greece and Turkey (only covering the main 
Mediterranean waters and not the Aegean Sea), 
shown as a black dashed line. This hypothetical 

features can be precisely recorded and fed into 
baseline calculations. Straight baselines can see 
marked improvements with updated coastal mapping, 
but normal baselines can see even more dramatic 
gains through the increased precision afforded by 
modern digital data sources (collecting, mapping and 
taking into account smaller offshore features, such as 
islands, islets, sandbars, drying reef and rocks).

The following brief will provide the latest status on 
all maritime boundaries in the region, based on the 
best sources of data available at the time of writing 
and will define the regional geographic setting to 
be used for the detailed LOS analysis conducted in 
this policy paper. A larger area is always chosen, 
since neighboring coastal states often have LOS 
applications that could be used to suggest solutions 
for the primary maritime frontiers being reviewed 
and analyzed.

The study area will focus on all regional Eastern 
Mediterranean waters, with a more detailed analysis 
of the easternmost areas (covering Greece, Turkey, 
Syria, Cyprus, Lebanon, Israel, and Egypt) and will 
demonstrate the positions of the probable land 
terminus points for each.

In all cases, the boundaries that have been calculated 
and presented here are hypothetical maritime 
boundaries, not agreed-upon, “treatied” ones.  
They were calculated using baselines that were 
researched, mapped and updated in 2019.

The two methods used to calculate proposed maritime 
boundaries in this paper were strict equidistance 
(geodetic) line calculations and bisector line 
calculations. In some cases, other methods were 
also used when offering additional suggestions 
for hypothetical boundary lines. These include 
historical hydrocarbon activities and more recent 
offshore extended continental shelf (ECS) claims 
for the relevant coastal states. In certain cases 
where both coastal states have already unilaterally 
declared boundaries, complex modified bisector 
interpretations were used. In these specific Eastern 
Mediterranean waters, no state has a potential 
ECS claim.

A larger, regional area was chosen to allow for 
detailed assessment of the main area of interest 
to the client – the offshore Eastern Mediterranean 
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is seen to define the EEZ waters for both Greece and 
Turkey. Later sections will review the position of this 
line versus any present-day offshore hydrocarbon 
activities. This figure is shown at an approximate 
scale of 1:1,750,000.

This cutting-edge technique was made possible by 
(i) Landsat TM8 satellite imagery from 2017, 2018, 
and  2019,  with many additional, cross-referenced 
quality control checks, additionally using  (ii) 2019 

boundary begins at the mouth of the Aegean as it 
enters the Mediterranean in the north and terminates 
in the south at the intersection with two other 
maritime boundary lines: (i)Greece-Egypt and (ii) 
Turkey-Egypt. Newly interpreted normal baselines 
for both Greece and Turkey are shown as dark blue 
lines. Also shown are critical contributing coastal 
points, located along the normal baseline, from 
which construction lines (light grey) emanate to 
build the strict equidistance line. The resulting line 

FIGURE 7: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN GREECE & TURKEY
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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of its coastal frontages. These baselines were not 
published but are available on certain older US maps. 
While the use of these baselines was repealed in 
1982, there is no certainty as to whether Turkey has or 
plans to use different baselines, as no new baselines 
were ever declared or published.

To ensure the greatest accuracy and equity between 
these two coastal states, this study remapped all 
relevant coastal frontages using the same technique. 

high resolution Digital Globe 1.0-meter, Digital Globe 
imagery and/or Airbus Defense Imagery, imagery, and 
(iii) the full Nautical Chart Series via Fugro’s access to 
the SevenCs ENC Global Nautical Charts Series, (2018 
detailed world coverage edition).

(See Figure 7 for details) 

It should be noted that in 1964, Turkey claimed the 
use of straight baselines to cover extensive sections 

FIGURE 8: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN GREECE & TURKEY II
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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The Law of the Sea contains a dispute resolution 
mechanism when dealing with complex coastal 
geography, as in the case of these Greek islands.

These islands form what is referred to as an isolated 
enclave under LOS. There are formal definitions of 
what this means, but essentially, they boil down to 
a smaller bit of territory – in this case, a group of 
very small, sparsely populated Greek islands – that 
is wholly or predominantly surrounded by another 
country – in this case, the Turkish mainland. Under 
such conditions, a common approach that has been 
used successfully in other parts of the world with 
similar geographical settings is shown in the following 
four examples: France vs. UK (Channel Islands); France 
vs. Monaco (Monaco); Canada vs. France (St. Pierre 
et Michelon); and Malawi vs. Mozambique (Likoma 
island and Chizumulu Island). The approach used in 
these cases offers one of the more likely acceptable 
solutions when trying to produce a suggested 
equitable maritime boundary solution for these 
isolated small Greek Islands.

The United Kingdom’s Channel Islands, which are fully 
surrounded by France, present the most similar case 
to the boundary issue between Greece and Turkey. 
In the Channel Islands case, which had to go to court 
for dispute resolution, the courts produced strict 
equidistance lines between the French coastlines 
versus the islands’ nearby coastal frontages; then, 
where the waters were open, the courts only gave 
the islands a 12.0 nautical mile territorial sea limit. 
That is all the UK received under the LOS isolated 
enclave solution.

Other considerations could be made when looking 
at Monaco, with its tiny, roughly three-nautical-mile 
coastline surrounded by France. But this, of course, is 
a mainland versus mainland scenario, so not identical 
to the mainland versus offshore islands situation in 
Greece and Turkey.

In Africa, the tiny country of Gambia, with all of 45 
nautical miles of coast, is surrounded by Senegal. 
Again, this is a mainland versus mainland scenario.

In both examples of mainland vs. mainland maritime 
boundary scenarios, different calculations for 
equitable solutions were considered. The geometry 
and sea access differ from when smaller, isolated 
offshore islands sit directly in front of the mainland of 

Normal baselines were created and drawn, and these 
were used to create this boundary line scenario.

All relevant offshore islands and islets and islands 
were incorporated for both Greece and Turkey. The 
standard equidistance geodetic line mathematical 
calculation principles were applied to produce this 
hypothetical maritime boundary between the two 
countries.

The resulting maritime boundary line has a length 
of 198.80 nautical miles, beginning at the mouth of 
the Aegean Sea in the north and terminating at its 
southern extreme at the trijunction point for Greece, 
Turkey, and Egypt.

This diagram details a hypothetical maritime 
boundary between Greece and Turkey, shown as 
a black dashed line. The unique results are called 
an “isolated enclave” around the Greek islands of 
Kastellórizo (Megisti), the easternmost islands in the 
Dodecanese. Newly interpreted normal baselines 
computed for the Greek islands and the relevant 
coastlines and smaller islands for Turkey are shown 
as dark blue lines. Critical contributing coastal points 
are shown along these normal baselines, as well 
as construction lines, shown in light grey, that are 
used to geodetically construct the strict equidistance 
line. The resulting suggested boundary line is seen 
to define the isolated territorial waters surrounding 
these Greek islands, leaving waters outside the 
boundary to be part of Turkey’s territorial waters and 
EEZ. The southern most portion of this suggested 
maritime boundary line, was computed using 12. 
nautical miles as its limit. This figure is shown at an 
approximate scale of 1:350,000.

(See Figure 8 for details) 

This hypothetical boundary is a special case, 
addressing only the Greek islands of Kastellórizo 
(Megisti), the easternmost islands in the Dodecanese. 
These islands are essentially isolated from the rest 
of both Greece and the other Greek islands of the 
Dodecanese – the three smaller islands lie some 
75 nautical miles east of the rest of the country and 
are the cause of major disputes between Greece 
and Turkey.
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points. The line loops around to form a full isolated 
enclave around the islands.

TURKEY 

Law of the Sea Current Status 
UNCLOS Ratification 
Not party to the treaty. Turkey voted against joining 
the convention and agreement (see 2011 July Table 
of Claims United Nations.pdf and Turkey (USA Dept of 
Defence 2005).pdf for details).

Type of Territorial Sea Baselines Used  
This coastal state has old legislation (Law No. 476 
of 15 May 196459) allowing it to make use of straight 
baselines for its LOS maritime limit calculations. 
However, the country is not listed as using 
straight baselines in official United Nations LOS 
documentation (see 2011 July Table of Claims United 
Nations.pdf60 ). The reason for this discrepancy lies 
in the fact that Turkey repealed the use of straight 
baselines in Law No. 476 in 1982.61 

Background 
Turkey’s coastlines are 7,200 km long and touch 
the Black, Marmara, Aegean, and Mediterranean 
seas. Turkey shares maritime boundaries with 
Greece, Egypt, Cyprus, and Syria. Its maritime 
border with Greece is complicated by the existence 
of thousands of islands. Meanwhile, the Turkish 
government’s recognition of the breakaway Turkish 
Republic of Northern Cyprus – the would-be state 
is not recognized by any other country in the world 
– complicates the use of Cypriot waters under 
international law.

The diagram below shows the country’s unilaterally 
claimed maritime boundary in the Mediterranean 
with Greece as a black dashed line. This computed 
hypothetical maritime boundary line begins at (near) 
the transition from the Aegean to the Mediterranean 

59 See https://www.un.org/Depts/los/
LEGISLATIONANDTREATIES/PDFFILES/TUR_1982_Act.
pdf

60 See https://www.un.org/Depts/los/
LEGISLATIONANDTREATIES/PDFFILES/table_summary_
of_claims.pdf

61 See https://www.jag.navy.mil/organization/documents/
mcrm/Turkey2016.pdf

another coastal state, which requires a different set 
of considerations. In both mainland versus mainland 
scenarios, the countries negotiated maritime spaces 
seaward from their respective countries. All this LOS 
information was also considered for these isolated 
Greek islands.

To ensure the greatest accuracy and equity 
between states, this study remapped all relevant 
coastal frontages for Greece and Turkey using the 
same technique. 

All relevant offshore legal features – which may 
include islands, islets, sandbars, sandspits, drying 
reefs, and isolated rocks lying inside the 12.nautical 
mile limit of the territorial sea – were researched in 
detail in the LOS GIS REB DTS study 2019, and were 
incorporated for both Greece and Turkey. The standard 
equidistance geodetic line principles were applied to 
produce the hypothetical maritime boundary between 
the countries. The remaining “closing limit” was 
also computed using these Greek islands, taking the 
12. nautical mile LOS legal limit.

Both Greece and Turkey only claim a 6. nautical mile 
territorial sea limit inside the waters of the Aegean 
Sea. Turkey uses the normal territorial sea legal 
limit of 12. nautical miles for its other coastal zones, 
including the Mediterranean and Black seas. 

Greece initially declared its 6. nautical mile limit in 
September 1936, long before modern LOS rules of 
procedure went into effect. In 2011, Greece passed 
legislation (Law No. 4001/2011) claiming an extended 
EEZ into the Mediterranean.58 It did not specify the 
use of 12.0 nautical miles for territorial waters in the 
sea; however, experts in the field have suggested that 
if the case were to go before a tribunal, this would be 
a fair solution for all sides.

This study therefore suggests 12. nautical miles as 
the legal limits for these isolated Greek islands in the 
Mediterranean Sea.

The resulting boundary is closed, with a length of 
61.08 nautical miles and containing 354 turning 

58 See https://www.un.org/Depts/los/
LEGISLATIONANDTREATIES/PDFFILES/GRC_2011_Law.
pdf
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used these to compute Turkey’s unilaterally declared 
maritime boundary line. Although computed from 
Drilling Info’s database of issued blocks, this figure 
makes no claims as to how Turkey interprets longer 
straight-line segments for the overall boundary 
line. This figure is shown at an approximate scale of 
1:1,750,000. 

(See Figure 9 for details) 

seas in the north. This paper has chosen this starting 
point since it ties to older, semi-negotiated boundary 
lines between the two countries in the Aegean Sea. 
The line, as shown, comes entirely from the Drilling 
Info’s proprietary global oil and gas concession blocks 
database, April 2019 edition (see Figure 27). This 
study has taken the westernmost and southernmost 
line segments coming from many of the individual 
offshore PSC blocks officially issued by Turkey and 

FIGURE 9: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN TURKEY & GREECE 
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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It can only be assumed that this unilateral maritime 
boundary was produced using hypothetical normal 
baselines for Greece, somehow, and for Turkey. 
However, it follows long, straight paths, failing to take 
into consideration the easternmost Greek island of 
Kastellórizo (Megisti) in the Dodecanese. Therefore, 
it is assumed that basic equidistance geodetic line 
principles were not used to produce much of this 
unilateral claimed boundary line between the two 
coastal states.

Furthermore, it can only be assumed that Turkey made 
use of older, basic maps and some type of straight 
closing line principle to reach this resulting line.

And while one assumes some basic mathematical 
principles were followed in constructing the line, it 
appears to follow general lines of separation in long, 
straight sections, rather than any computed LOS 
measurements.

The line does not coincide with the strict equidistance 
line produced in this study.

Turkey has unilaterally declared this line as its 
suggested westernmost position for its maritime 
boundary, as it was produced using the latest offshore 
oil and gas concession blocks issued by Turkey, 
via the April 2019 edition of Drilling Info’s global 
database. These datasets cannot be further verified 
and are presented as is.

Although no actual, gazetted geographic coordinates 
were ever formally published, in this paper they 
will be offered as computed by the LOSGIS, and the 
coordinates for this computed maritime border will be 
presented as is.

This line has never officially been published, nor has 
it been deposited with the United Nations Division for 
Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea (DOALOS).

The line begins roughly at the mouth of the Aegean 
Sea, generally tying into a much older boundary 
between the two coastal states. It terminates well 
west of the Turkey-Greece-Egypt trijunction point 
computed by LOS experts.

FIGURE 10: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN TURKEY & CYPRUS
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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construct the strict equidistance line. Although Cyprus 
does have and formally claims the use of straight 
baselines (from May 1993), as they are quite old and 
very inaccurate (having been selected in 1991 using a 
regional map whose coastlines are inaccurate by up to 
2,000 meters), to keep with consistent neutral results, 
the calculation of this new suggested maritime 
boundary line made use of only new normal baselines. 
The resulting suggested boundary line is seen to 
define EEZ waters for both Turkey and Cyprus. Later 
sections will review the position of this line versus 
any present-day offshore hydrocarbon activities. 
This figure is shown at an approximate scale of 
1:2,250,000.

(See Figure 10 for details) 

This diagram details a hypothetical maritime 
boundary between Turkey and Cyprus, shown as a 
black dashed line. This hypothetical boundary begins 
at the intersections with two other maritime boundary 
lines, (i) Turkey-Egypt and (ii) Egypt-Cyprus, covered 
in other sections of this study. The boundary ends 
at its intersection with two other maritime boundary 
lines, (iii) Turkey-Syria and (iv) Cyprus-Syria, also 
covered elsewhere in this paper. These two basic 
trijunction points (Turkey-Egypt-Cyprus and Turkey-
Syria-Cyprus) are shown as red squares. Newly 
interpreted normal baselines computed for Turkey 
and Cyprus are shown as dark blue lines. Critical 
contributing coastal points are shown along these 
normal baselines, as well as construction lines, 
shown in light grey, that are used to geodetically 

FIGURE 11: ILLUSTRATIVE MAP - REVIEW CYPRUS STRAIGHT BASELINES FOR TERRITORIAL SEA BASELINE 
MODEL (TSBM)
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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Despite a civil war that has raged since 2011, the 
central government has today reasserted control of 
much of the country and has never lost control over 
coastal areas. Rebel groups have had no discernible 
impact on maritime policy.

This diagram shows the hypothetical maritime 
boundary between Syria and its northern neighbor 
Turkey as a dashed black line. This boundary 
begins in the east at the land terminus point (LTP) 
between the two countries and ends in the west at 
its intersection with two other boundaries: between 
Syria and Cyprus and between Turkey and Cyprus. 
The Syria-Turkey LTP and the Syria-Turkey-Cyprus 
trijunction point are shown as red squares. Newly 
interpreted normal baselines for both Syria and 
Turkey are shown as dark blue lines. Also shown are 
critical contributing coastal points, located along the 
normal baseline, from which construction lines (light 
gray) emanate to build the strict equidistance line. 
The resulting line is seen to define the EEZ waters for 
both Syria and Turkey. Later sections will review the 
position of this line versus any present-day offshore 
hydrocarbon activities. This figure is shown at an 
approximate scale of 1:800,000.

(See Figure 12 for details) 

As previously noted, in 1964, Turkey claimed the use 
of straight baselines to cover extensive sections of its 
coastal frontages; while the use of these baselines 
was repealed in 1982, no new baselines were ever 
declared or published. If Turkey were to use the 
1964 straight baselines, it would potentially have an 
impact on the result at one local bay. The hypothetical 
boundary could see a southerly shift if a straight 
baseline were used across the mouth of the Gulf of 
Alexandretta (Iskanderun).

However, since Syria’s relevant coastlines and coastal 
frontages do not warrant the use of straight baselines, 
allowing Turkey to use such a straight baseline would 
confer an unfair advantage to it from an equitable 
point of view under LOS.

To ensure the greatest accuracy and equity between 
states, this study remapped all relevant coastal 
frontages using the same technique. Normal baselines 
were drawn, and these were used to create this 
boundary line scenario.

It should be noted that in May 1993, Cyprus claimed 
the use of officially published straight baselines for 
its entire coast. However, these were reviewed using 
present-day Landsat TM8 satellite imagery, and were 
found to be poorly positioned and interpolated, 
based primarily on the use of older, inaccurate small 
scale charts. Therefore, the straight basepoints 
published in 1993 are off by up to 1,500 meters in 
many locations.

To ensure the greatest accuracy and equity between 
states, this study remapped all relevant coastal 
frontages using the same technique. Normal baselines 
were created and drawn, and these were used to 
create this boundary line scenario.

All relevant offshore islands and islets were 
incorporated for both Cyprus and Turkey. The standard 
equidistance geodetic line principles were applied to 
produce this hypothetical maritime boundary.

The resulting hypothetical maritime boundary has an 
overall length of 334.09 nautical miles. It extends from 
the Turkey-Egypt-Cyprus trijunction point in the west to 
the Turkey-Syria-Cyprus trijunction point in the east.

Syrian Arab Republic

Law of the Sea Current Status 
UNCLOS Ratification 
Not party to the treaty. Syria is an observer state, 
which has neither signed nor acceded to the 
convention and agreement (see 2011 July Table of 
Claims United Nations.pdf and Syria [USA Dept of 
Defence 2005].pdf for details).

Type of Territorial Sea Baselines Used  
This coastal state has legislation to make use 
of straight baselines for its LOS maritime limit 
calculations (see 2011 July Table of Claims United 
Nations.pdf for details).

Background 
Syria’s coastlines are 193 km long, all on the 
Mediterranean Sea. Syria shares maritime boundaries 
with Turkey, Cyprus, and Lebanon. Syria is in a 
strategic region, in terms of future transit routes. 
Iran, Iraq and Syria have signed a memorandum of 
understanding to implement a gas pipeline stretching 
more than 3,000 miles long, to export 1.4 trillion 
cubic feet of natural gas from Iran to Europe.
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neighboring coastal states. In this example, the LTP 
between Turkey and Syria is denoted by a red arrow. 
The image is commercial 1.0-meter ground resolution 
satellite imagery from 27 July 2017 from Digital 
Globe, extracted in GeoTIFF image format from Google 
Earth Pro.

Cyprus

Law of the Sea Current Status 
UNCLOS Ratification 
12 December 1988 (see 2011 July Table of Claims 
United Nations.pdf for details).

The resulting maritime boundary line has a length 
of 39.37 nautical miles, beginning on land at the 
interpreted land terminus point between Syria and 
Turkey, and terminating at its western extreme at the 
trijunction point for Syria, Turkey, and Cyprus.

Low water lines (LWL), seen here as blue lines, 
were produced for all seven countries covered by this 
policy paper.

Hi-Res Satellite Imagery and Mapping 
Figure 13 details the use of high-resolution satellite 
imagery for detailed coastline mapping, and 
especially for locating the land terminus point (LTP), 
critical for maritime boundary delimitation between 

FIGURE 12: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN SYRIA & TURKEY
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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to the Ottomans to the British, who still maintain 
sovereignty over two military bases on the island, 
Akrotiri and Dhekelia.

Cyprus’ waters are also the subject of attention and 
dispute because of the country’s divided political 
regime. Effectively, there are two governments of 
Cyprus: the internationally recognized one, which has 
de jure control of the entire island and its waters, and 
the breakaway Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, 
which is recognized only by Turkey and effectively 
administers the north-eastern portion of the island. This 
division has come to the fore in recent years as disputes 
arose over who controls the country’s sovereign waters 
– and the potential hydrocarbons stored beneath.

Type of Territorial Sea Baselines Used  
This coastal state has legislation to make use 
of straight baselines for its LOS maritime limit 
calculations (see 2011 July Table of Claims United 
Nations.pdf for details).

Background 
Cyprus’ coastlines are 648 km long, all on the 
Mediterranean Sea where the island nation sits. 
Located in the centre of the Eastern Mediterranean, 
the country shares frontiers with all other coastal 
states covered in this report, except for Greece.

This strategic location has been exploited by invaders 
and empires throughout history, from the Crusaders 

FIGURE 13: TURKEY-SYRIA LTP
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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line. The resulting suggested boundary line is seen 
to define the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) waters 
for both Syria and Cyprus. This figure is shown at an 
approximate scale of 1:1,000,000.

(See Figure 14 for details) 

As noted above, in 1993, Cyprus claimed the use of 
officially published straight baselines for its entire 
coast. However, these were reviewed using present 
day Landsat TM8 satellite imagery, and were found to 
be poorly positioned and interpolated. 

To ensure the greatest accuracy and equity between 
states, this study remapped all relevant coastal 

This diagram details a hypothetical maritime 
boundary between Syria and Cyprus, shown as a 
black dashed line. This hypothetical boundary begins 
at the intersections with two other maritime boundary 
lines, Turkey-Cyprus and Turkey-Syria, covered in 
other sections of this study. The southern limit was 
chosen to offer basic analysis to be used to produce 
the trijunction point for Turkey, Syria, and Cyprus. The 
basic trijunction point for Turkey, Syria, and Cyprus 
is shown as a red square. Newly interpreted normal 
baselines computed for Syria and Cyprus are shown 
as dark blue lines. Critical contributing coastal points 
are shown along these normal baselines, as well 
as construction lines, shown in light grey, that are 
used to geodetically construct the strict equidistance 

FIGURE 14: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN CYPRUS & SYRIA
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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This diagram details the resulting maritime boundary 
between Lebanon and Cyprus, shown as an orange 
dashed line. This hypothetical maritime boundary 
line terminates as it intersects two other maritime 
boundaries unilaterally declared by Lebanon: 
Lebanon-Syria and Lebanon-Israel. These two other 
boundary lines are covered in other sections of this 
paper. This unilaterally declared line, as published by 
Lebanon, is shown with the gazetted boundary points 
as red symbols. This diagram has an approximate 
scale of 1:1,000,000.

(See Figure 15 for details) 

frontages using the same technique. Normal baselines 
were drawn, and these were used to create this 
boundary line scenario.

All relevant offshore islets and islands were 
incorporated for both Cyprus and Syria. The standard 
equidistance geodetic line principles were applied to 
produce this hypothetical maritime boundary between 
the countries.

The resulting hypothetical maritime boundary has an 
overall length of 72.98 nautical miles and contains 
three turning points. It begins at the Turkey-Syria-
Cyprus trijunction point in the north and terminates 
well short of its full actual length.

FIGURE 15: LEBANON - CYPRUS MARITIME BOUNDARY
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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The nation’s waters have taken on added significance 
over the past decade as citizens and policymakers 
began to look to the possibility of finding undersea 
hydrocarbons. This potential, however, remains 
in question due to the lack of agreed-upon 
maritime borders.

As no normal baselines were ever published by 
Lebanon, hypothetical normal baselines were 
produced as part of this LOS study. These will be used 
for a careful analysis of the main maritime boundary 
being reviewed between Israel and Lebanon (see 
sections below on methodology and results). Details 
from recent satellite imagery, both 14.25m Landsat 
TM7 and 1.0m Digital Globe, as well as combinations 
of current SevenCs Navionics nautical charts were 
used and are explained in other sections of this report 
(see Figure 16 for details).

For this study, relevant portions of Lebanon’s 
coastline needed to be covered by normal baselines 
(see page 45 for details and reasoning as to what 
coastal frontage qualifies as “relevant”). The normal 
baselines created in this study were computed based 
on current 1.0m Digital Globe imagery (see Figures 
17 - 18 for details on images used for this technique).

Some major deviations were noted when comparing 
the computed normal baseline to the World Vector 
Shoreline II (WVSII) database from 2004 and also to 
the 1999 Landsat TM7 imagery and the more recent 
1.0m Digital Globe imagery from 2014 and 2015.

* Note: The symbol COORD denotes “defined 
coordinates” and is used when a national legislature 
establishes the limits of a given zone in reference to 
the delimitation of maritime boundaries with adjacent 
or opposite states, or to a media line in the absence 
of a maritime boundary delimitation agreement. In 
Lebanon’s case, the extent of the country’s EEZ is 
defined in the treaty between Lebanon and Cyprus (see 
Cyprus vs. Lebanon EEZ Treaty WGS84 [January 1, 2007].
pdf for details). It should be noted that this treaty is not 
yet in force; however, these published coordinates are 
the reference point for the United Nations.

There is no agreed-upon maritime boundary 
between Lebanon and Israel. In fact, the countries 
have overlapping unilateral maritime claims. 
These unilateral claims will be shown and 
referenced accordingly.

This hypothetical maritime boundary is signed but 
has not yet been ratified, and therefore is not yet 
considered to be in force. The bilateral agreement 
between Lebanon and Cyprus defining the boundary 
dates from  January 1, 2007, but Lebanon did not 
sign and finalize it because they disagreed with the 
additional treaty that was negotiated in December 
2010 between Cyprus and Israel, and therefore the 
2007 Cyprus/Lebanon agreement is considered not to 
be in force.62).

The geographic coordinates were researched from 
UKHO Nautical Chart 183 and found to be supplied 
in WGS84 Datum, and these were in turn imported 
into the GIS Database. The treatied coordinates were 
connected to depict the resulting maritime boundary 
line. This boundary line is assumed to have used 
predominantly strict equidistance geodetic line 
calculations.

It has an overall length of 85.77 nautical miles and 
contains six turning points.

This maritime boundary will be “unilateral” in this 
study. As we do have an existing bilateral agreement 
in place (although not yet formally signed by Lebanon 
so officially not yet in force), for the purposes of this 
study, no additional LOS evaluation was undertaken.

LEBANON

UNCLOS Ratification 
5 January 1995 
(see 2011 July Table of Claims United Nations.pdf for 
details). 

Type of Territorial Sea Baselines Used  
This coastal state has legislation to only make use 
of normal baselines for its LOS maritime limit and 
boundaries calculations (see 2011 July Table of Claims 
United Nations.pdf for details).

Legal Limits

Background 
Lebanon’s coastlines stretch 225 km, all on the 
Mediterranean Sea. Lebanon borders Syria (to the 
north), Cyprus (to the west), and Israel (to the south). 

62  See Cyprus vs. Lebanon EEZ Treaty WGS84 (January 1 
2007).pdf for details
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three coastal states is to accurately compute a 
trijunction point, which ultimately needs to be a single 
position agreed upon by all three parties. In this 
context, although the goal is to produce an agreeable 
equitable maritime frontier boundary for Lebanon 
versus Israel, it should be considered that Cyprus can 
play a very important role in assisting with the final 
negotiated maritime boundary. 

Using Hi-Res Imagery to Interpret Normal Baselines 
These two above figures detail the extent of computed 
normal baselines for Israel and Lebanon, as mapped 
in this study, GIS software and used here. The image 
on the left, at a scale of approximately 1:4,000, shows 
the land terminus point (LTP) between Lebanon and 
Israel, as well as the computed normal baselines, 
shown as yellow lines, as mapped and interpreted 

Under LOS practices and principles, an analysis of this 
boundary must take into consideration three relevant 
stakeholders and their waters: Lebanon, Israel, and 
to a lesser extent, Cyprus, which shares maritime 
frontiers with both.

Ideally, to approach the disputed maritime boundary 
correctly and from a purely neutral approach, 
although we are trying to determine what is an 
equitable fair and unbiased maritime boundary 
solution for Lebanon versus Israel, impacts on a 
third coastal state must be taken into consideration. 
Cyprus already had a provisional maritime boundary 
(negotiated but not fully signed) with Lebanon as of 
January 17, 2007; and then negotiated a maritime 
boundary with Israel on Dec. 17, 2010. The best 
approach to resolving all disputed issues for these 

FIGURE 16: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN LEBANON & ISRAEL
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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courts and tribunals adjudicating maritime boundary 
disputes. As such, all results are fully accepted 
across the globe and comply with the methodological 
requirements for any and all LOS applications.

The above Figure shows the actual “by-the-book” 
proper location for the LTP. Extensive research was 
undertaken, and the UNIFIL Blue Line, is seen to 
begin, at the top of the hill, officially at BP#1. The 
above figure, with the indicated red arrow, shows 
where the definition would place the actual LTP, as 
this is the true Land-Sea interface position.

Of Lebanon’s three maritime boundaries, its frontier 
with Israel is by far the most contentious. This 
boundary has remained unresolved for decades, while 
offshore hydrocarbon activities date well back into 

at the land-sea interface using current hi-res 1.0m 
ground resolution images. The image on the right, at 
a scale of approximately 1:375,000, shows the LTP 
between Lebanon and Israel, plus the full 20. nautical 
miles of each country’s normal baselines, also shown 
with a yellow line.

All calculations, analysis, results and figures 
delivered and described in this paper come from the 
CARIS LOTS software, which uses internationally 
recognized standards for LOS analysis, specifically 
the fundamental requirement that all offshore 
measurements for the United Nations be performed 
as geodetic computations. This software is not only 
endorsed by the United Nations Division for Ocean 
Affairs and the Law of the Sea (DOALOS), but is 
also used by the agency and by most international 

FIGURE 17: ISRAEL VS. LEBANON: LTP FOR BLUE LINE DEMARCATION
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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It is useful to examine two recent court cases, involving 
disputes between Guyana and Suriname and between 
Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire. Both of these cases have a 
geographically similar setup to that of Lebanon versus 
Israel – two adjacent coastal states seeking to resolve 
an offshore single maritime boundary, beginning at a 
land terminus point that defines the land border. We 
can look to what the courts required for official rulings 
to be made in both those cases, to be used as logical 
requirements for Lebanon and Israel.

The courts required both Guyana and Suriname 
(September 17, 2007 case63) to fully implement 
detailed coastal mapping for the entire relevant 
nearshore-foreshore waters to create updated 

63 See http://legal.un.org/riaa/cases/vol_XXX/1-144.pdf

the 1970s when the first offshore shallow waters were 
being considered for possible hydrocarbon exploration.

In recent cases of maritime disputes before courts 
and tribunals, the common course of action has 
been to order new surveys in order to properly map 
the relevant coastal frontages – i.e. all nearshore 
and shallow waters. These dispute resolution fora 
often ask coastal states to supply current, high 
quality digital datasets of the relevant coastlines and 
nearshore waters along the approaches to the land 
terminus point or points in question. The court or 
tribunal will then use this data in its decision-making 
process. The result is a body of LOS decisions relying 
on mathematically equitable processes and producing 
more scientifically accurate results that align with 
present-day geography.  

FIGURE 18: LEBANON VS. ISRAEL: HYPOTHETICAL STRICT EQUIDISTANCE LINE COMPUTED MARITIME BOUNDARY
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS1 - EEH/Jul 2019
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The resulting maritime boundary line has an overall 
length of 70.96 nautical miles and contains 20 turning 
points. All relevant coastlines and coastal features, as 
well as interpreted normal baselines with contributing 
points are offered in this LOS study.

Pending an agreement to resolve the unsettled 
problem between Lebanon and Israel regarding their 
maritime boundary, a “JDZ“ (Joint Development Zone),  
could be put in place. A JDZ allows exploration and 
development of hydrocarbons to proceed in an area 
of overlapping claims in the absence of a delimited 
boundary. The zone area often corresponds to the 
area of the parties’ overlapping claims regarding the 
maritime boundary separating them.

accurate normal baselines for each respective coastal 
state. Additionally, the courts imposed the same 
requirements for Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire (September 
23, 201764) for their respective coastlines.  

Therefore, the standard equidistance geodetic line 
principles were applied to produce a highly advanced 
hypothetical maritime boundary between the 
countries. The details of the geographic coordinates, 
contributing points, etc., are summarized in a later 
section of this paper. 

64 See https://www.itlos.org/fileadmin/itlos/documents/
cases/case_no.23_merits/C23_Judgment_23.09.2017_
corr.pdf

FIGURE 19: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN LEBANON & SYRIA
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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Lebanon has unilaterally declared a suggested 
maritime boundary line and produced and published 
its own geographic coordinates, depositing them with 
DOALOS. It can only be assumed that this unilateral 
boundary was produced using basic normal baselines 
for Lebanon and most likely WVSII Coastlines for Syria.

The United Nations’ Table of Claims shows that Syria 
declares the use of straight baselines. However, 
no published straight baselines have been made 
available for the country; therefore only basic 
coastlines were used for Syria, as opposed to 
hypothetical normal baselines for Lebanon.

It is assumed that standard equidistance geodetic 
line principles were used to produce this hypothetical 
maritime boundary.

The diagram above shows Lebanon’s unilaterally 
claimed maritime boundary in the Mediterranean 
with Syria as an orange dashed line. This unilateral 
hypothetical maritime boundary line terminates at 
its intersection with the Lebanon-Cyprus boundary, 
covered in later sections of this report. As this 
boundary is far away from frontier most rigorously 
analyzed in this study, very limited details will be 
offered for it. It is assumed that Lebanon used normal 
baselines for both itself and Syria to produce the 
line. Syria is reported to also use straight baselines; 
however, none have ever been published. The 
coordinates published by Lebanon to produce this 
line are shown as red symbols. This diagram has an 
approximate scale of 1:1,000,000.

(See Figure 19 for details)

FIGURE 20: ILLUSTRATIVE SKETCH FOR LEBANON, SYRIA, CYPRUS MARITIME BORDERS AND POSSIBLE TRIJUNCTION
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS3 - EEH/March 2019
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coastline. This image also shows the official border 
crossing point between the two countries, shown as 
a blue star. Several additional nautical charts were 
reviewed, and additional close analysis of these 
hi-res images showed what has been interpreted 
as barbed wire fencing (see light blue arrow), which 
is assumed to demarcate the border between the 
states. This LTP has been shifted by up to 40 meters 
south as that is the “talweg,” or deepest part of the 
river channel. When countries define borders by 
rivers (on land), it is a very common practice to use 
the centre of a river or the “talweg” method when 
leading up to an LTP. This river, Nahr al-Kabir al-
Janoubi, is reported to mark the “land border.” While 
it is not described anywhere in any detail what the 
true gazetted positions are for the land border, the 
border crossing can clearly be seen and the barbed 

* Note: As no detailed review or analysis was 
undertaken to determine exactly how Lebanon arrived 
at its result, it is not certain what it, in fact, used for 
baselines. It could have simply used coastlines, and 
the accuracy of this source data cannot be commented 
on. Lebanon has officially declared the right to use 
normal baselines for this boundary, so we can only 
speculate even though the country has published 
coordinates for this line.

The resulting maritime boundary line has an overall 
length of 52.97 nautical miles.

The image shows the visually interpreted land 
terminus point (LTP) between Lebanon and Syria, 
denoted by a yellow star, at the assumed low water 
mark at the middle of the mouth of the river on the 

FIGURE 21: LEBANON-SYRIA LTP
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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normal baselines created in this study were 
computed based on current 1.0m Digital Globe 
imagery (see Figure 22 and Figure 23 for details on 
images used for this technique). Details on recent 
satellite imagery (both 14.25m Landsat TM7 and 
1.0m Digital Globe) and combinations of current 
Navionics nautical charts from SevenCs were used 
(see Figure 24 for details).

Some major deviations were noted when 
comparing the computed normal baseline to 
the World Vector Shoreline II (WVSII) database 
from 2004 and also to the 1999 Landsat TM7 
imagery and the more recent 1.0m Digital Globe 
imagery from 2014 and 2015.

* Note: DLM, short for “delimitation,” is a symbol used 
when a national legislature establishes the limits of a 
given zone in reference to the delimitation of maritime 
boundaries with adjacent or opposite states, or to 
a media line in the absence of a maritime boundary 
delimitation agreement. In Israel’s case, the extent 
of the country’s EEZ is defined in the treaty between 
Israel and Cyprus (see Israel vs. Lebanon EEZ Treaty 
Boundary, 17 December 2010, for details).

This “superior” (i.e., using the best available data) 
maritime boundary is computed using the strict 
equidistance geodetic line principle, which is the 
fundamental starting point for all international 
courts and tribunals seeking to resolve disputed 
maritime boundaries. LOS Maritime Boundary 
delimitation exercises typically begin with this 
mathematically equitable solution, which is a 
robust, complex geodetic calculation using coastline 
information to produce a preliminary set of normal 
baselines. These, in turn, are then used to produce 
a maritime boundary line. This is typically the basic 
starting point for all maritime boundary negotiations 
or court cases. As many cases and examples from 
all over the world have shown, in major maritime 
frontier disputes, this process typically leads to the 
final agreed upon result.

This diagram details the resulting maritime boundary 
produce for one scenario. This is the first of two 
neutral – that is, unbiased and equitable possible 
solutions produced using Law of the Sea rules of 
procedure and with the most accurate data available 
– suggested maritime boundary lines between Israel 
and Lebanon. This line follows from the procedures 

wire fencing as well, and with this information, the 
LTP was simply projected west to the water line along 
the coastline and was chosen as being the center 
of the river at its mouth. Many photos of this area 
are available on the internet, clearly showing this 
formal border crossing, as it just sits on the northern 
bank of the river. A detailed review resulted in this 
LTP being interpolated for this LOS brief as 34-38- 
01.93N / 35-58-32.11E. This July 2019 hi-res 1.0m 
ground resolution satellite imagery comes from 
Airbus Defense Mapping, extracted in GeoTIFF format 
from Bing Maps.

Israel

Law of the Sea Current Status 
UNCLOS Ratification 
Not party to the treaty. Israel is an observer state 
that has neither signed nor acceded to either the 
convention or the agreement (see 2011 July Table of 
Claims United Nations.pdf and Israel [USA Dept of 
Defence 2005].pdf for details). In September 1981, 
Israel became party to the 1958 Convention on the 
Continental Shelf.

Type of Territorial  
Sea Baselines Used 
Legal Limits

Background 
Israel has 271 km of coastline, almost all of which is 
on the Mediterranean Sea. A very small portion abuts 
the Gulf of Aqaba to the south. On the Mediterranean, 
Israel borders Lebanon, Cyprus, and Egypt.

Although not detailed by this study, Israel also shares 
a maritime border with Gaza under an agreement 
negotiated with Egypt and the Palestine Liberation 
Organization in 1994.

As Israel has never published any normal baselines, 
hypothetical normal baselines were produced as part 
of this paper and were used for a detailed analysis of 
the main maritime boundary being reviewed – Israel 
versus Lebanon (see sections below on methodology 
and results).

For this study, relevant portions of Israel’s coastline 
needed to be covered by normal baselines (see 
page 45 for details and reasoning as to what 
coastal frontage qualifies as “relevant”). The 
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It is assumed that standard equidistance 
geodetic line principles were used to produce 
this hypothetical maritime boundary. However, 
basic mathematical analysis in LOSGIS software 
when using detailed, current coastlines does 
not produce this line as declared by Israel.

Although Israel has published coordinates for 
this line, it will be simply presented as is, and no 
additional paper presentation will be undertaken 
at this time for it.

Two completely neutral and independent lines will be 
offered in later sections of this study, and those will 
be used in comparison to this Israeli line.

spelled out under international law and the United 
Nations’ CLCS Technical Guidelines for resolving 
a disputed maritime boundary diplomatically and 
equitably. This completely hypothetical boundary 
is shown as an orange dashed line. The scale of the 
figure is approximately 1:550,000.

Israel has unilaterally declared a suggested maritime 
boundary line and produced and published its 
own geographic coordinates, depositing them with 
DOALOS. It can only be assumed that this unilateral 
boundary was produced using hypothetical normal 
baselines for both Lebanon and Israel.

Neither of these countries has ever officially 
published any baselines. 

FIGURE 22: OVERLAPPING CLAIMS AREA (OCA) - HYPOTHETICAL
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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away from the computed LTP used in this study (see 
other sections for details on LTP).

In addition, the published boundary points fall 
inside territorial sea, which extends 12 nautical 
miles offshore, with the remaining boundary point 
#35 and termination into ISR-CYP#1 falling in EEZ 
offshore waters.

It should be noted that the initial Israeli Point #31, 
as published, does not actually start on land, even 
though under LOS principles, it should begin at a 
land terminus point (LTP), which, by definition, is 
the transition point of the land-sea interface. When 
reviewing this unilateral line, it was observed that 
it begins 38. meters northwest (essentially inside 
Lebanon ~ see Figures 23 and 24 inset for details) – 

FIGURE 23: OVERLAPPING CLAIMS AREA (OCA) - HYPOTHETICAL
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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meet at a common point, and both lines begin well 
offset from the actual official LTP (which is BP#1) of 
the Blue Line. Therefore, both were tied back to the 
LTP, and this closed shape area was used for this area 
calculation (see Figure 24 for details).

This section will offer interpretation of results for 
the OCA, with careful analysis for the westernmost 
OCA and impacts of all claimed maritime boundaries, 
as well as detailed results for the two suggested 
equitable maritime boundary lines. Area calculations 
will be given, as these lines “slice up the OCA.” 
Also, an impact assessment will be offered for 
each of the four reviewed maritime boundary lines 
regarding current offshore hydrocarbon blocks. 
All detailed analysis in this section will cover the 

This resulting maritime boundary line, computed 
using strict equidistance line calculations, has an 
overall length of 69.20 nautical miles and contains 
six turning points. No additional coastline or 
baseline information will be offered in this brief for 
this hypothetical maritime boundary line supplied 
by Israel.

The Overlapping Claims Area (OCA) in this study 
has a computed area of 879.56 km2 (see Figure 22 
for details).

The OCA is the area of disputed offshore waters 
between Israel and Lebanon, based on each state’s 
unilaterally declared claims. To be 100 percent 
accurate, as previous sections pointed out, the two 
lines claimed by each coastal state never actually 

FIGURE 24: LAND TERMINUS POINT AND OFFSHORE UNILATERAL LINES
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS1 - EEH/Jul 2019
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As Egypt already has one agreed-upon maritime 
boundary in this paper’s focus area, with Cyprus, 
these straight basepoints will not be analyzed in 
detail. The positions were imported into the LOSGIS 
and compared directly to the coastlines as seen in the 
2004 14.25m Landsat TM7 imagery.

* Note: DLM, short for “delimitation”, is a symbol used 
when a national legislature establishes the limits of a 
given zone in reference to the delimitation of maritime 
boundaries with adjacent or opposite states, or to 
a media line in the absence of a maritime boundary 
delimitation agreement. In Egypt’s case, the extent 
of the country’s EEZ is defined in the treaty between 
Egypt and Cyprus.

Please note that this EEZ agreement is contested 
by Turkey, which claims it affects its EEZ boundary 
with Egypt. This disagreement does not impact the 
maritime border being analyzed between Israel 
and Lebanon.

This diagram details a hypothetical partial maritime 
boundary between Egypt and Cyprus, shown as a 
black dashed line.  Egypt and Cyprus already have 
a treatied bilateral maritime boundary agreement 
in place.65 This maritime boundary covers most 
of the frontier waters; however, as at the time of 
negotiations, there were no trijunction point trilateral 
agreements in place (for the required three coastal 
states that will eventually need to all share a common 
point), this treatied maritime boundary was purposely 
gazetted to terminate “near” but not at, the eventual 
locations for the trijunction point. In the Regional 
LOSGIS RB Desktop Study 2019, all six of the Eastern 
Mediterranean Sea offshore trijunction points were 
accurately captured, and using these positions, any 
open, non-defined maritime frontier waters were filled 
in with the missing maritime boundary segments. This 
is the case for this example for Cyprus vs Egypt, as 
in the above Figure. The segment was extended from 
the 2003 Treaty line, to terminate at the computed 
Trijunction Point. 

This hypothetical boundary begins in the west at its 
intersection with two other maritime boundary lines, 
Turkey-Egypt and Cyprus-Turkey, covered elsewhere 

65 See https://www.un.org/Depts/los/
LEGISLATIONANDTREATIES/PDFFILES/TREATIES/EGY-
CYP2003EZ.pdf

yet-to-be-resolved maritime boundary between Israel 
and Lebanon.

This diagram details the border area between Lebanon 
and Israel. The land terminus point (LTP) as interpreted 
by this study is marked by an orange star, shown at the 
land-sea transition location as should be the case. This 
image also shows the United Nations’ 2000 Blue Line 
as a blue dashed line. It shows that the two individually 
claimed unilateral maritime boundaries are also shown. 
The first gazetted official geographic coordinates are 
also shown. The red symbol and red dashed line is 
Israeli’s claimed line. This point sits offshore, in water, 
25.8 meters from the LTP. The yellow symbol and yellow 
dashed line is Lebanon’s claimed line. This point sits 
offshore, in water, 37.2 meters from the LTP. The LTP 
was computed from a variety of precision sources used 
for this LOS study. It is seen to be properly located at 
the land-sea interface (to be compliant for a starting 
point of a maritime boundary line). The two unilateral 
declared lines are also shown beginning offshore. 
All calculations in this study, simply tied these two 
offshore lines back to the LTP for accurate and detailed 
LOS analysis. 

EGYPT

Law of the Sea Current Status 
UNCLOS Ratification 
26 August 1983 (see 2011 July Table of Claims United 
Nations.pdf for details).

Type of Territorial  
Sea Baselines Used

Background 
Egypt has 2,450 km of coastlines split between the 
Mediterranean and Red seas. Egypt borders Israel, 
Cyprus, Turkey, and Greece.

Although not detailed by this study, Egypt also shares 
a maritime border with Gaza under an agreement 
negotiated with Israel and the Palestine Liberation 
Organization in 1994.

This coastal state has legislation to make use 
of straight baselines for its LOS maritime limit 
calculations (see 2011 July Table of Claims United 
Nations.pdf for details).
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offshore hydrocarbon activities. This figure is shown 
at an approximate scale of 1:2,000,000.

This diagram details a hypothetical partial maritime 
boundary between Egypt and Cyprus, shown as a 
black dashed line. Although Egypt and Cyprus have an 
agreement in place regarding their maritime boundary, 
both ends still need minor additional adjustments as 
they will tie into other countries’ boundaries that still 
needs to be negotiated and finalized. This segment is 
one such example. This hypothetical boundary begins 
in the west at its intersection with two other maritime 

in this paper. This trijunction point is shown as a red 
square. The eastern limit was chosen to coincide with 
current treaty line between Egypt and Cyprus. Newly 
interpreted normal baselines computed for Egypt 
and Cyprus are shown as dark blue lines. Critical 
contributing coastal points are shown along these 
normal baselines, as well as construction lines, 
shown in light gray, that are used to geodetically 
construct the strict equidistance line. The resulting 
suggested boundary line is seen to define the EEZ 
waters for both Egypt and Cyprus. Later sections will 
review the position of this line versus any present-day 

FIGURE 25: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN EGYPT & CYPRUS
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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and the Egypt-Cyprus line. The two trijunction points 
are shown as red squares. Newly interpreted normal 
baselines for both Egypt and Turkey are shown as 
dark blue lines. Also shown are critical contributing 
coastal points, located along the normal baseline, 
from which construction lines (light grey) emanate to 
build the strict equidistance line. The resulting line 
is seen to define the EEZ waters for both Egypt and 
Turkey. This figure is shown at an approximate scale of 
1:3,000,000.

(See Figure 26 for details) 

It should be noted that in 1990, Egypt claimed the use 
of and officially published straight baselines covering 
all coastal frontages. These were reviewed in this 
study using current Landsat TM8 satellite images and 
were found to be poorly positioned and interpolated. 
These gazetted 1990 straight basepoints are seen to 
be off by up to 1,500 meters in many locations.

Therefore, to ensure the greatest accuracy and equity 
between states, this study remapped all relevant 
coastal frontages using the same technique utilizing 
4DSSM image technology. Normal baselines were 
drawn, and these were used to create this boundary 
line scenario.

All relevant offshore islands and islets were 
incorporated for both Egypt and Turkey. The standard 
equidistance geodetic line principles were applied to 
produce this hypothetical maritime boundary between 
the countries.

The resulting maritime boundary line has a length 
of 28. nautical miles and contains 19 turning points. 
The line begins in the west at the Greece-Egypt-Turkey 
trijunction point and terminates in the east at the 
Cyprus-Egypt-Turkey trijunction point.

boundary lines, Turkey-Egypt and Cyprus-Turkey, 
covered elsewhere in this paper. This trijunction 
point is shown as a red square. The eastern limit 
was chosen to coincide with the current treaty line 
between Egypt and Cyprus. Newly interpreted normal 
baselines computed for Egypt and Cyprus are shown 
as dark blue lines. Critical contributing coastal points 
are shown along these normal baselines, as well as 
construction lines, shown in light gray, that are used 
to geodetically construct the strict equidistance line. 
The resulting suggested boundary line is seen to 
define the EEZ waters for both Egypt and Cyprus. Later 
sections will review the position of this line versus 
any present-day offshore hydrocarbon activities. 
This figure is shown at an approximate scale of 
1:2,000,000.

(See Figure 25 for details) 

The treatied boundary between Egypt and Cyprus, 
agreed upon on February 17, 2003, terminates well 
short of any potential trijunction points on both its 
western and eastern sides.

As this treaty line does agree and directly tie into the 
other treaty line (Cyprus vs Israel) agreed upon on 
December 17, 2010, on the eastern limits, there will 
not be any additional reviews in this study on the 
eastern side of this treaty.  A hypothetical western 
boundary was computed for this study, the proposed 
line seen here. This boundary was produced using 
normal baselines for both Egypt and Cyprus that were 
updated in 2019. It begins at the computed trijunction 
point for Egypt, Turkey, and Cyprus, and terminates as 
it approaches the February 2003 boundary.

The hypothetical boundary, as mapped, is 11.65 
nautical miles long and consists of five turning points. 
It is 4.98 nautical miles from the westernmost point 
of the treatied line. Presumably, the February 2003 
boundary was drawn using outdated, imprecise, and 
perhaps inaccurate maps, resulting in the discrepancy 
and the failure to draw the full boundary according to 
legal and scientific principles.

This diagram shows the hypothetical maritime 
boundary between Egypt and Turkey as a dashed 
black line. This boundary begins in the west at the 
intersection with the Greece-Egypt boundary and 
the Greece-Turkey line. It terminates in the west at 
the intersection with the Turkey-Cyprus boundary 
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FIGURE 26: MARITIME BOUNDARIES BETWEEN EGYPT & TURKEY
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS-2019
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resolution. Law of the Sea applications quickly 
emerged as the go-to mechanism for such solutions, 
since no other means offered the same level playing 
field, the same accuracy and reliability, and the same 
assurance of equitable boundary results.      

Since the 1990s, when science and technology took 
huge strides in their ability to conduct precision 
mapping (down to sub-meter accuracies), we have 
seen a shift in how LOS maritime boundary disputes 
have been decided, both inside and outside of 
traditional court settings. Some neighboring coastal 
states simply use the present-day principles and 
technical guidelines of LOS (by the book) to guide 
bilateral negotiations and then come up with 
equitable and mutually agreed-upon solutions on their 
own. Others, when they cannot reach a compromise 
due to a lack of political will or other factors – 
including differing opinions on how to implement the 
rules – seek adjudication. 

Generally speaking, dispute resolution can include 
anything from direct consultation and negotiation 
to third-party dispute settlement procedures. These 
procedures involve adjudicative bodies such as the 
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), 
the International Court of Justice, or an Annex VII 
arbitral tribunal.

In any of these circumstances, the rules of the Law of 
the Sea are completely applicable and must inform 
any judgment, ruling, or agreement. Of the past 27 
LOS maritime boundary cases that have gone to the 
courts, two-thirds (18) were ultimately decided on 
the basis of modern-day precision mapping of the 
relevant states’ coastal zones, and the same scientific 
data sources were used to define the final and 
binding maritime boundary lines. Precisely because 
of the geographical and geostrategic complexities 
that underlie its seabed resources, the Eastern 
Mediterranean has now emerged as the perfect 
testing ground to establish once and for all that LOS 
applications are the best way to resolve all present-
day offshore disputes. 

At present, there are 12 maritime boundaries among 
the region’s seven coastal states (Cyprus, Egypt, 
Greece, Israel, Lebanon, Syria and Turkey), of which 
only two (17 percent) have been fully defined by 
bilateral treaties under present-day LOS rules and 
procedures. This means that 83 percent of the region’s 

CHAPTER 5: 
SHARED 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
ENERGY DIPLOMACY 
AND THE UN CHARTER

Law of the Sea rules can help governments meet their 
obligations

“Article 33: 
1. The parties to any dispute, the continuance of which 
is likely to endanger the maintenance of international 
peace and security, shall, first of all, seek a solution by 
negotiation, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, 
judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or 
arrangements, or other peaceful means of their 
own choice.” 
– Charter of the United Nations, 1945

Information technology advanced at an 
unprecedented pace in the last two decades of 
the 20th century, resulting in profound and lasting 
changes in myriad areas of human activity. Few fields 
underwent more revolutionary transformations than 
that of cartography, in which ever-greater imaging, 
data storage, and processing power made it possible 
to produce maps of greater accuracy than had ever 
been imagined, let alone realized. At the same time 
came rapid advances in the technologies required to 
explore and exploit seabed resources, allowing for 
access to sites deeper and at greater distance from 
shore than was previously feasible. 

Not entirely by coincidence, since so many states 
had not fully defined their maritime boundaries but 
were now becoming more aware of resources off their 
coasts that might be commercially viable, the same 
period witnessed a significant increase in territorial 
disputes among coastal states. The stakes had risen 
exponentially, but with so few maritime boundaries 
having been settled by modern LOS procedures, some 
individual coastal states started laying claim to vast 
tracts of seabed, leading to substantial overlaps and 
rising tensions and thereby underlining the need 
for fair and reliable methods of peaceful dispute 
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of factors – power imbalance, corruption, inaccurate 
maps, poor diplomacy, etc. – might have prejudiced 
the outcome of any attempt to resolve this dispute. 
Under the Law of the Sea, however, there can be only 
one solution: a fair and equitable one as determined 
by the facts, the science, the laws, and the rules 
of technical procedure. Whatever the eventual 
instrument – court verdict, arbitration decision, or 
signed treaty – doing everything by the LOS book is 
the surest means of obtaining a just result. 

A full LOS study in support of Lebanon’s maritime 
boundary claims would also generate a highly 
precise trijunction point among Lebanon, Israel, and 
nearby Cyprus. Although Israel is not a signatory to 
the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, it clearly 
does follow LOS standards and procedures, as 
demonstrated by the successful negotiation of its 
by-the-book treaty with Cyprus. That agreement, in 
turn, has opened the way for Israel to develop and 
exploit the Leviathan field and for Cyprus to keep 
building its own credentials as an eventual player in 
the coming regional gas boom. A resolution of the 
maritime dispute between Lebanon and Israel would 
confer similar benefits on both parties – namely, 
the freedom to act with purpose on solid legal and 
diplomatic ground. 

Following the LOS route would also help Lebanon 
meet some of the most fundamental responsibilities 
placed upon all UN Member States. The peaceful 
resolution of disputes is discussed in multiple 
sections of the UN Charter, but for our purposes, 
the operative instruction is Article 33 of Chapter VI, 
which reads as follows: “The parties to any dispute, 
the continuance of which is likely to endanger the 
maintenance of international peace and security, 
shall, first of all, seek a solution by negotiation, 
enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, 
judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies, or 
arrangements, or other peaceful means of their own 
choice.” On the other hand, “self-help” in the form 
of unprovoked military action is prohibited both 
generally under international law and specifically by 
the UN Charter.

Another principle enshrined in the UN Charter66 is 
that all states enjoy sovereignty equally, meaning 

66 See https://www.un.org/en/sections/un-charter/
chapter-i/index.html

offshore maritime frontiers remain unresolved or 
in dispute; this despite the facts that a) trillions of 
dollars’ worth of much needed revenues are lying 
beneath the seabed (along with possible gold, cobalt, 
nickel, manganese, etc.) waiting only to be extracted; 
and b) all of the countries involved could benefit 
immensely from the huge socioeconomic 
advances that would be made possible by the 
aforementioned revenues.  

To understand why this is the case, consider that the 
regional hydrocarbon sector currently boasts just 
two recent offshore success stories – i.e., strong 
prospect areas that were quickly and comprehensively 
mapped and explored, leading to major oil and 
gas discoveries, followed by rapid investment in 
development and eventual production. The two cases 
in question are Egypt’s Zohr and Israeli’s Leviathan. 
Both of them are world-class finds, but why are they 
only two that have made progress so quickly? At least 
in part, the answer is that both happen to lie in close 
proximity to fully treatied maritime boundaries that 
have been resolved bilaterally – between Cyprus 
and Egypt (2003) and between Cyprus and Israel 
(2010). Both of those treaties began with the most 
common starting point in LOS resolutions of maritime 
boundary disputes: namely, the strict equidistance 
line methodology. In both cases, some features of the 
boundary lines can be traced back to the shapes of 
the parties’ respective coastlines. 

Because these boundaries have been drawn 
accurately and settled amicably, the countries and 
companies in question have been willing to make the 
heavy investments required to make the discoveries, 
kickstart development, and start production in a 
timely fashion. Absent such accepted boundaries, 
uncertainty actively discourages investors from either 
paying top dollar for a block or making the necessary 
follow-up investments. All sides are better served by 
resolving maritime boundary disputes –  the sooner, 
the better – and modern LOS applications have taken 
much of the guesswork and risk out of doing so. 

The same comprehensive fix already in use around the 
world could now be the basis for a diplomatic solution 
to the boundary dispute between Lebanon and 
Israel. As is typically the case, both countries have 
unilaterally declared what they believe to be theirs, 
and their claims overlap by a relatively modest ~879 
km2 (see Figure 22 for details).  In the past, all manner 
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Removing this uncertainty should be a top priority 
for all governments involved, even if only for purely 
selfish reasons, and the LOS methodology is 
available to all. 

Once they avail themselves of this invaluable tool, 
once all the coastal states are free to seek out and 
exploit the vast wealth beneath their seabeds, the 
entire region will have a chance for historic gains. 
The revenues will give governments the wherewithal 
to make long-overdue investments in education, 
healthcare, and transportation, improve social safety 
nets for their respective peoples, and take myriad 
other steps aimed at reducing poverty and inequality. 
Last but not least,  prosperous, stable countries 
almost never go to war with one another. In this 
context, the modern LOS application is more than just 
a reliable mechanism for resolving maritime disputes. 
For the Eastern Mediterranean, it might also be both 
the greatest economic stimulus in history and the key 
to unlocking a more peaceful future for the region.

that any state seeking the peaceful resolution of a 
dispute does so on the merits of the case, not the 
military and/or diplomatic weight of the parties. This 
principle is of inordinate value to Lebanon in this 
instance. The terms of UNCLOS and its conventional 
dispute resolution mechanisms offer the same equal 
treatment under law, while invoking them also meets 
the standard of seeking peaceful solutions. The same 
would go for taking action before the ICJ or seeking 
third-party arbitration. Even in direct or indirect 
negotiations with the Israeli government, Lebanon 
has a right to insist that discussions take place within 
technical rules laid down by UNCLOS, the general 
principles of international law, and the specific 
requirements of the UN Charter.

In addition, it should be noted that invoking one 
mechanism of dispute resolution or another also 
leaves the parties leeway to reach temporary 
understandings, which would allow some form of 
exploration, development, and even production 
to take place until a permanent settlement was 
reached. In fact, UNCLOS specifically encourages 
states negotiating their maritime boundaries to 
first negotiate “provisional arrangements of a 
practical nature,” including cross-border unitization 
agreements or Joint Development Zones, in which 
the parties agree to disagree over the actual location 
of the border but proceed with joint development of 
the overlapping area. Again, whatever the eventual 
solution, if the relevant states heed the UN Charter, 
UN institutions, and UN procedures, they can and 
should find fair and equitable ways to resolve their 
territorial differences.

An LOS-based resolution of the Lebanese-Israeli 
maritime dispute would send an unmistakable 
message to countries around the world, 
encouraging them to seek solutions driven by law 
and science rather than bombs and bullets, even 
when the parties have a long history of mutual 
enmity. That message should ring loudest in the 
Eastern Mediterranean itself, where the most 
basic instincts of self-preservation demand that 
all coastal states take all reasonable steps to 
ensure that nothing delays their plans to exploit 
offshore hydrocarbons. For 10 of the 12 maritime 
borders among the region’s seven coastal states, 
the resulting uncertainty acts – and will continue 
to act – as a brake on everything from bidding 
and exploration to development and extraction. 
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Turkmenistan). The primary stumbling blocks stemmed 
from the fact that previous arrangements had been 
set out in bilateral treaties signed in 1921 and 1940 
between Iran and what was then the Soviet Union, but 
the collapse of the latter in the early 1990s created three 
new states with claims to a highly strategic body of 
water. In addition, while the Iranian-Soviet arrangements 
had rightly classified the Caspian as a lake, the new 
states (and Russia) argued that it should be treated 
as a sea and therefore fall under the rules of UNCLOS. 
Both definitions have merit, but in different ways. 
Geographically, of course, the Caspian is indisputably 
a lake. In historic and economic terms, however, as 
the world’s largest inland body of water carrying trade 
between the furthest reaches of East and West, it has 
served many of the purposes of a sea for centuries.  The 
sea vs. lake question is more than academic, for the 
legal formulae used to apportion seas and lakes are very 
different under international law. The solution reached in 
August 2018 is far from comprehensive, but the parties 
used both UNCLOS and their own creativity to settle 
some of the most important issues, helping to paint a 
clearer picture for investors interested in the region’s 
substantial undersea oil and gas resources. 

In the end, the Convention on the Legal Status of the 
Caspian Sea opted for a special legal status: on the 
surface, the Caspian will indeed be classified as a 
sea, with each coastal state controlling the first 15 
nautical miles off its shoreline for mineral rights and 
25 nautical miles for fishing. The rest of the Caspian’s 
surface is designated as neutral waters for common 
use. The remaining question is precisely how the 
seabed will be divvied up, but here too, there is more 
clarity than before, because the boundaries are to be 
set by bilateral agreements rather than multilateral 
ones. In this case, the parties used UNCLOS to settle 
the easiest and most pressing issues, then engaged 
in some flexible energy diplomacy to leave other 
matters for later. Apart from avoiding new tensions 
and delaying near-shore development of natural 
resources, the exercise also helped all the states 
involved to meet their UN Charter obligations to 
seek peaceful resolution of disputes. The precise 
mechanism by which boundaries will be drawn on the 
seabed – estimated to contain about 50 billion barrels 
of oil and 300 trillion cubic feet of gas – remains to 
be agreed upon, but the delineation will be science 
based under UNCLOS definitions. How soon such 
talks can produce workable subsurface boundaries 
will be crucial, not just for the accurate apportioning 

CHAPTER 6: 
CONCLUSION 
AND POLICY 
RECOMMENDATIONS

The recent historical record makes clear that, regardless 
of the complexities in play, the principles and 
procedures of UNCLOS put fair and equitable maritime 
boundaries within the reach of all nation-states. One 
of the many disputes between Greece and Turkey, for 
instance, is centered on the Greek island of Kastellorizo, 
which lies just two kilometers off the Turkish coast, 
placing it inside a maritime enclave of isolated Greek 
waters. How far this enclave should extend in various 
directions has been a source of friction between Ankara 
and Athens for decades. With the advent of UNCLOS 
and modern delineation techniques, however, once 
the parties accept the rules, the science will take 
over and even contentious challenges like this can be 
resolved calmly and predictably. LOS applications have 
helped resolve numerous similar disputes around the 
world, including those between France and the UK over 
Guernsey, a British-owned island off the French coast; 
and France and Canada over St. Pierre and Miquelon, 
French-owned islands off the Canadian coast. 

Every time one of these cases is decided on the basis 
of the rules and the science, the effectiveness of the 
UNCLOS system and associated procedures is proved 
again – and the outcome of future cases becomes  
easier to predict because the laws in place are then 
buttressed by a new precedent. Applying this system 
to Kastellorizo, then, involves less risk for both Greece 
and Turkey than continuing to accept a status quo 
that discourages investment, contributes to regional 
tensions, and could impact tourism for both countries. 
In this hypothetical LOS study, the outcome would 
relieve both countries of significant ambiguities that 
have perennially acted to both delay development and 
contribute to tensions.   

In 2018, the power of the UNCLOS principles helped 
bring a successful conclusion to a 22-year multilateral 
negotiation over the Caspian Sea; specifically, 
how to divide it among the five states with Caspian 
coastlines (Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Russia, and 
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the exploitation of undersea resources would naturally 
spawn greater numbers of cross-border partnerships; 
not just within the extractive industries themselves, but 
also for support businesses engaged in everything from 
catering and basic laundry services to environmental 
consulting and high-tech communications. In addition, 
the new relationships, regulatory standards, and other 
factors playing into that result will, by their very nature, 
make it easier to forge trade and investment links in the 
future. Coupled with the revenues made available by 
gas exports, the region would also enjoy a much larger 
cash pile available for investments, making it possible 
for all countries of the Mediterranean to achieve levels 
of economic development closer to their more fortunate 
counterparts in Northern Europe. 

The people of the Mediterranean – all 450 million of 
them – deserve to have the better and more numerous 
jobs, schools, hospitals, and roads that oil and gas 
revenues and cheap energy will make possible. 
They also deserve the increased standards of living, 
enhanced social protections, and cleaner environment 
that will result if their governments are encouraged 
and empowered to handle the transition competently 
and honestly. Given how much all of this dovetails 
with the objectives of the EMP, and how much the 
availability of cheap, reliable gas from the Eastern 
Mediterranean would benefit the entire European 
Union, Brussels should be enlisted to help lead the 
charge for cooperation on maritime delineation.        

As mentioned in previous sections of this study, over 
a 14-month period several Law of the sea Desktop 
studies (LOS-DTS67) were completed covering all 
seven relevant offshore coastal states’ maritime 
frontier waters in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. 

67 Several Proprietary (uncirculated) Regional Desktop 
Studies (Eastern Mediterranean Sea ~ Greece/
Egypt/Turkey/Syria/Cyprus/Lebanon/Israel/Egypt) 
R. van de Poll, Global Director, Fugro, August 2018 
– October 2019, all data used in the various DTS 
studies comes from the proprietary Fugro Global Law 
of the Sea Database, containing LOS relevant digital 
datasets, with global coverage (containing in excess 
of 95 terabytes of digital data) and more than 10,000 
legal LOS documents (most of which are not in public 
circulation) that were acquired by working on more than 
1,800 LOS studies in 142 of the 162 countries applicable 
to Global LOS applications.

of blocks for exploration and production, but also 
for the planning and construction of vital underwater 
infrastructure such as oil and/or gas pipelines.

The Caspian deal is not perfect, but that’s the point: 
even though the parties have yet to agree on the 
ownership of the undersea resources in question, they 
have settled what they can in terms of the surface 
rules. In addition, they have opened the way for 
bilateral undersea boundary treaties that should be 
easier to achieve than multi-party agreements. That, 
in turn, will tend to accelerate the day when full-scale 
exploration, production, and pipeline projects can be 
carried out on solid legal – and therefore commercial 
– grounds. The countries of the Mediterranean would 
do well to follow the example set by their Caspian 
counterparts, and for many of the same reasons. 
Witness the recent proposal to build a pipeline that 
would carry Israeli gas from Cyprus to Greece and Italy: 
as proposed, the plan is already dead in the proverbial 
water because the pipeline’s route would pass through 
Turkey’s EEZ, which cannot happen unless and until 
some important agreements are reached. Without 
full delineation, opportunities are being lost every 
day. With it, every country in the East Med, including 
those without offshore hydrocarbons of their own, 
could reasonably expect to derive at least some direct 
benefit from full delineation in the form of concessions 
or transit fees for the passage of pipelines within their 
maritime boundaries.  

The point here is that the sooner all Mediterranean 
coastal states commit to a “by-the-book” approach 
under UNCLOS rules, the sooner all of them will have 
the ability to exploit their own natural resources in a 
profitable and sustainable manner. Beyond oil and 
gas, there are also fisheries, minerals, and other 
resources to be exploited, and the advent of agreed-
upon maritime boundaries would provide just the sort 
of stability and predictability that investors crave. 
Continuing uncertainty, on the other hand, only adds 
to the risks attached to would-be projects, thereby 
delaying the work and, more importantly, the resulting 
jobs and other benefits that would flow to everyday 
people in all the countries in question. What is more, 
agreeing to be bound by the same set of rules and 
faithfully implementing the eventual outcomes would 
also not only comply with both the goals and the spirit 
of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership created by the 
Barcelona Process, but would also actively strengthen 
the EMP’s ability to achieve them. Removing obstacles to 
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hydrocarbon resources and to split the revenue 
realized from the selling of the produced assets) 
which are likely to be impacted by the delineation of 
maritime boundaries under UNCLOS rules. It therefore 
provides perspective on a new source of friction for 
a region that surely has enough tensions already: 
as all of the seven coastal states move ahead with 
the offering of these blocks for exploration and 
development, they increase the risk of offering 
acreage that may be contested by other states. For an 
investor, this is tantamount to buying a home without 
insisting on a title deed or other documentation 
proving that the property is actually the seller’s to 

These studies reviewed, analyzed, and produced 
present-day accurate suggested results for the 
relevant boundaries. As has also been previously 
mentioned, of the 12 maritime boundaries  shared 
by the seven coastal states that make up the Eastern 
Mediterranean, only two have been agreed upon in 
bilateral treaties, leaving 10 (or 83.3 percent) of said 
boundaries unresolved. The figure below illustrates 
what that means on the seafloor: it shows only those 
offshore Production Sharing Contract blocks (areas 
covered by a binding contract between national or 
international oil companies and national governments 
for the rights to explore for and/or develop 

FIGURE 27: EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN PRESENT STATUS: ISSUED OIL & GAS CONCESSION BLOCKS HELD 
BY MANY MAJOR INTERNATIONAL OIL CORPORATIONS (IOC’S)
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS3-2019
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the collective wisdom to eschew zero-sum games, 
the collective commitment to resolve all boundary 
disputes peacefully, and the collective good faith to 
honor the outcomes. For all sorts of reasons, some 
of these negotiations will be (or already are) arduous 
and time-consuming, especially those between 
states that currently have no diplomatic relations; 
but the payoff for success would be too great – and 
the price of failure too high – for any of the states 
involved to countenance walking away. The Caspian 
process succeeded because even when it stalled 
– even when the parties seemed irreconcilably 
opposed on certain issues – no one left the table. 
The parties in the Eastern Mediterranean can reach 
more comprehensive understandings than that in 
the Caspian, and they don’t need 22 years to do it, 
just the patience and the fortitude to honor their 
commitment to peaceful solutions.  

Given how much the governments in question need to 
unlock their undersea resources in order to reduce the 
poverty and inequality that plague so many of their 
people, no one should forgive them if they give up.

This figure details the full regional overview of 
the entire extent of the Mediterranean waters, 

sell. Any entity that decides to buy anyway is therefore 
virtually certain to have priced the added risk into its 
bid, and the pace of exploration and any other work is 
likely to be limited unless and until actual ownership 
is determined by some form of bilateral (or perhaps 
trilateral in some cases) understanding. In the worst 
case scenario, the selling of contested acreage could 
lead to armed conflict. If that happens, the cost of 
the aforementioned 83.3 percent will have to be 
measured not just in terms of jobs and money, but 
also in terms of life and limb.

The shared mission of all right-thinking people in the 
region, then, is clear: to bring about conditions in 
which each coastal state in the Eastern Mediterranean 
agrees to honor its UN Charter obligations by seeking 
the peaceful resolution of maritime boundary 
disputes. The rules and procedures laid down by 
UNCLOS provide a clear path to fair and equitable 
solutions; the precedents established by earlier 
treaties, court cases, and arbitrations have sharply 
reduced any previous statutory ambiguities; and the 
capabilities of modern mapping methods provide 
scientific data so precise that final results can be 
predicted with considerable accuracy. The tools 
are all in place. The only missing ingredients are 

FIGURE 28: FULL REGIONAL MEDITERRANEAN OVERVIEW MAP WITH ALL REGIONAL LAW OF THE SEA MARITIME 
BOUNDARIES AND ALSO SHOWING ALL OFFSHORE BLOCKS PRESENT-DAY OIL AND GAS BLOCKS
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS3-2019
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(see black solid line). All present day (from Drilling 
Info International July 2019 version) offshore Oil and 
Gas PSC Blocks are also show (see solid light green 
boxes). Many are seen to lie on, near and/or beyond 
the unresolved maritime boundaries.

including all Coastal States that fringe the entire 
maritime frontier. The World Vector Shoreline II 
coastlines (green lines) is superimposed on the 
grey shaded-relief, raster backdrop of the Etopo1 
(250m resolution) global gridded bathymetric and 
topographic dataset. The full extent of this figure 
(as shown) is an approximate scale of 1:14,000,000. 
All maritime boundaries are shown, as either full 
bilateral treaties (see dark blue solid lines) and/
or as yet-to-be-resolved hypothetical (unresolved / 
disputed) maritime boundaries (see red lines). In all, 
in this figure, there are 95 maritime boundaries 
shown, of which 31 (or 32 percent) are treatied and 64 
(or 68 percent) remain unresolved and/or in dispute. 
In this figure, the 200nm EEZ Limit is also shown 

FIGURE 29: THIS ILLUSTRATIVE MAP SHOWS THE EAST MEDITERRANEAN COUNTRIES AND THEIR RESPECTIVE 
UNILATERAL CLAIMED MARITIME BOUNDARIES
Source: R. Baroudi/DTS3 – Aug 2019
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